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Abstract We study the leading effective interactions
between the Standard Model fields and a generic singlet
CP-odd (pseudo-) Goldstone boson. Two possible frame-
works for electroweak symmetry breaking are considered:
linear and non-linear. For the latter case, the basis of lead-
ing effective operators is determined and compared with that
for the linear expansion. Associated phenomenological sig-
nals at colliders are explored for both scenarios, deriving
new bounds and analyzing future prospects, including LHC
and High Luminosity LHC sensitivities. Mono-Z , mono-W ,
W -photon plus missing energy and on-shell top final states
are most promising signals expected in both frameworks. In
addition, non-standard Higgs decays and mono-Higgs signa-
tures are especially prominent and expected to be dominant
in non-linear realisations.
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1 Introduction
The Higgs discovery has set spin zero particles in the spot-
light of searches for beyond the Standard Model (BSM)
physics. This may have been the first incursion into new ter-
ritory: scalar and pseudoscalar particles – elementary or not
– as heralds of new physics.
Extra spin zero particles are in fact proposed by candidate
solutions to major and pressing problems in particle physics.
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For instance, an option to explain the nature of dark matter
(DM) is a new scalar particle within a Z2 invariant setup. A
different and outstanding example is the strong CP problem
of QCD, for which the paradigmatic solution relies on an
anomalous global U (1) symmetry which is spontaneously
broken; the associated (pseudo-) Nambu–Goldstone boson,
the axion, is in addition an optimal candidate to explain the
DM of the universe. The original formulation, the so-called
PQWW axion [1–3], is now disfavoured by data, while other
popular constructions that deal with the so-called invisible
axion, such as the DFSZ [4,5] and the KSVZ [6,7] mod-
els, are still viable solutions to the strong CP problem. The
magnitude of the couplings of axions to ordinary matter is
inversely proportional to the scale of U (1) spontaneous sym-
metry breaking, which is much higher than the electroweak
scale in the latter, “invisible”, constructions. Lower axion
scales are considered though in other implementations of
the Peccei–Quinn solution to the strong CP problem [8–
22].
Many other extensions of the Standard Model of Parti-
cle Physics (SM) feature one or several spontaneously bro-
ken global U(1) symmetries, thus predicting the existence
of massless Nambu–Goldstone excitations whose couplings
need not abide by the same stringent constraints of the orig-
inal QCD axion: axion-like particles (ALPs). ALPs, if they
get a small mass due to non-perturbative effects or other
explicit symmetry breaking mechanism, are also good DM
candidates and/or may affect the thermal evolution of the
universe. The impact of ALPs, at both high and low ener-
gies, depends on their nature and on the type and strength
of their couplings. In practice, the relevant generic charac-
teristic of Nambu–Goldstone bosons is that they only enjoy
derivative couplings, because of the underlying shift symme-
try.
The ultimate nature of the Higgs particle itself is still at
stake. Is this scalar elementary or composite? Should we
accept the uncomfortable fine-tuning associated to the elec-
troweak hierarchy problem as a feature of Nature or is there
some dynamic explanation for it? Many of the efforts made
in this direction are based on the search for symmetries
which would justify a low Higgs mass. Two major frame-
works are being considered: either linear realisations of elec-
troweak symmetry breaking (EWSB), typical of weakly cou-
pled new physics, as for instance in many supersymmetric
models, or non-linear ones such as those in the so-called
“composite Higgs models” and other constructions involv-
ing new strongly interacting physics. The model-independent
way of formulating the ultimate exploration of the Higgs
nature in low-energy data is provided by the use of effec-
tive Lagrangians: a “linear” expansion [23,24] (often called
SMEFT), in terms of towers of gauge invariant operators
built out of SM fields and ordered by their mass dimension,
is used when assuming linear realisations of EWSB, while
“non-linear” expansions [25–31] – sometimes called “chiral”
or HEFT – are the optimal instrument to treat regimes which
are not necessarily weakly interacting. The non-linear formu-
lation has the disadvantage of depending on a larger number
of free parameters, while it has the advantage of being more
general; in particular, it reduces to the SM Lagrangian in a
particular limit.1 The non-linear expansion does not presup-
pose that the Higgs particle at low energies belongs to an
electroweak doublet, a crucial question to be explored in the
years to come.
This paper explores the physics of an extra singlet scalar
which is a CP-odd (pseudo-) Nambu–Goldstone boson. We
will formulate in all generality its leading CP-invariant effec-
tive couplings to SM fields, which must be purely derivative
couplings when its mass is neglected. This first – theoret-
ical – part is general by nature and holds for ALP scales
larger than the electroweak one (in the EWSB non-linear case
also larger than its implicit BSM scale). While the dominant
ALP interactions in the linear – SMEFT – expansion have
been formulated long ago [33], the analogous analysis for
the non-linear regime is missing and will be developed here.
We will first concentrate on determining a complete basis
of CP-even bosonic operators containing one ALP inser-
tion; nevertheless, the fermionic operators are also derived
in this paper, building a complete and non-redundant chiral
set. The relation and differences between the dominant oper-
ators in both expansions – linear and chiral – will be subse-
quently discussed. It is interesting to note that all results to
be obtained below apply as well to a different case: the com-
plete basis of CP-odd derivative couplings of an hypotheti-
cal CP-even scalar (see also Ref. [34] for a generic CP-even
scalar).
Up to now, most phenomenological ALPs analyses con-
centrated on their couplings to photons, gluons and/or quarks,
as they dominate at low energies and determine astrophysical
and cosmological constraints for very light ALPs. Neverthe-
less, ALPs may well show up first at colliders [35–37] or
in rare mesonic decays [38,39], and the SU (2)L × U (1)Y
invariant formulation of their interactions developed here
provides new beautiful channels involving the electroweak
gauge bosons and the Higgs particle. In the second – phe-
nomenological – part of this work, the foreseen impact of
those couplings at colliders and in particular at LHC will be
analyzed for the first time, identifying the new signals and
performing a detailed analysis of experimental bounds and
prospects.2 Unlike for the theoretical results, this search for
(pseudo-) Nambu–Goldstone bosons at colliders implicitly
1 The exception is the case in which the scalar manifold of the SM does
not have a fixed point, as it would not admit then a linear representation
for the Higgs; see Ref. [32].
2 The set of Feynman rules stemming from the bosonic ALP effective
Lagrangian can be found in Appendix B.
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assumes an overall ALP scale not far from the electroweak
one, e.g. O(TeV), for observability.
The structure of the paper can easily be inferred from the
Table of Contents.
2 The ALP linear Lagrangian
In linear realisations of EWSB with only SM fields at low
energies, the leading-order (LO) effective Lagrangian is sim-
ply the SM one,
LSM ⊃ Dμ† Dμ +
∑
ψ
iψ¯ /Dψ − (Q¯L YD dR
+ Q¯L YU ˜u R + L¯ L YE eR + h.c.), (1)
where ˜ = iσ 2∗ and YD , YU and YE are 3 × 3 matri-
ces in flavour space which encode the Yukawa couplings
for down quarks, up quarks and charged leptons, respec-
tively. Consider now an additional particle, singlet under
the SM charges, which is a (pseudo-) Nambu–Goldstone
boson of a spontaneously broken symmetry at energies higher
than the electroweak scale v (set by the W mass). Neglect-
ing its mass, its couplings would be pure derivative ones
because of the underlying shift symmetry. Denoting by fa
the scale associated to the physics of this ALP particle a,
insertions of the latter in effective operators will be weighted
down by powers of a/ fa . Focusing on interactions involv-
ing only one ALP, the next-to-leading-order (NLO) effec-
tive linear ALP Lagrangian has been determined long ago
[33].
In this paper we mostly focus on the bosonic operators
involving a, determining a complete and non-redundant set.
For linear EWSB realisations the most general linear bosonic
Lagrangian, including only the NLO corrections involving a,
is given by
L lineareff = L LO + δL bosonica , (2)
where now the leading-order Lagrangian is the SM one plus
the ALP kinetic term,
L LO = LSM + 12 (∂μa)(∂
μa), (3)
while the NLO bosonic corrections are given by
δL bosonica = cW˜ AW˜ + cB˜AB˜ + cG˜AG˜ + caOa, (4)
with
AB˜ = −Bμν B˜μν
a
fa , (5)
AW˜ = −W aμνW˜ aμν
a
fa , (6)
AG˜ = −Gaμν G˜aμν
a
fa , (7)
Oa = i(†←→D μ)∂
μa
fa , (8)
and X˜μν ≡ 12	μνρσ Xρσ . The action of the shift symmetry on
the first three operators, a → a + α, with α constant, yields
Tr[Xμν X˜μν] afa ≡ ∂μK
μ
X
a
fa → ∂μK
μ
X
a + α
fa
= −K μX∂μ
a
fa +
α
fa ∂μK
μ
X , (9)
and thus the corresponding associated current is anomalous
as δL = αfa ∂μK
μ
X . Even if this correction is a total deriva-
tive, in the case of AG˜ the existence of instantonic configura-
tions in the QCD Lagrangian implies that the action is modi-
fied because the integral of ∂μK μG does not vanish (although a
discrete version of the shift symmetry is preserved); it is nev-
ertheless often added to the Lagrangian given its relevance
for the case of the true QCD axion and the solution of the
strong CP problem.3
After electroweak symmetry breaking, Oa induces a
two-point function contribution, tantamount to a acting as
an additional contribution to the longitudinal component of
the electroweak gauge fields. An easy way of determining
its impact on observables is to trade it for a fermionic ver-
tex [33], either chirality conserving or chirality flipping, or a
combination of them. For instance, the Higgs field redefini-
tion
 → eic a/ fa  (10)
applied to the bosonic Lagrangian Eq. (3), induces a cor-
rection stemming from the Higgs kinetic energy term (see
Eq. (1)) which cancels exactly Oa up to O(a/ fa), while
the Yukawa terms in that equation induce a new Yukawa–
axion coupling for which Oa can be entirely traded (see
Appendix D for details and a general discussion of possible
field redefinitions). The overall effect is thus the replacement
in Eq. (4)
Oa −→ Oψa, (11)
where
Oψa ≡ i
(
Q¯L YU ˜u R − Q¯L YD dR + L¯ L YE eR
) a
fa
+ h.c., (12)
which exhibits a relative minus sign between the Yukawa-
ALP type of interaction for up and down fermions. This cou-
pling can then be written in a more compact way as
3 In any case, AG˜ will play no role whatsoever in the analysis to be
performed in this work.
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Oψa = i
a
fa
∑
ψ=Q, L
(
ψ¯LYψσ3ψR
) + h.c., (13)
where Q R ≡ {u R, dR} (L R ≡ {0, eR}) – with σ3 acting on
weak isospin space – and where the block matrices Yψ and
 are defined by
YQ ≡ diag (YU , YD) , YL ≡ diag (0, YE ) ,
 = diag(˜,). (14)
Alternatively, using the equations of motion of L LO, Oa
could be entirely traded by a flavour-blind and chirality-
conserving fermionic operator,
Oa −→ −12
∂μa
fa
∑
ψ=Q, L
(
ψ¯γμγ5σ3ψ
) + h.c., (15)
where again terms with more than one axion insertion have
been neglected. In this work we choose to use the chirality-
flipping version of the fermionic couplings, though. In sum-
mary, the expression for δL bosonica to be used below reads
δL bosonica = cW˜ AW˜ + cB˜AB˜ + cG˜AG˜ + caOψa, (16)
with Oψa as defined in Eq. (13).
For completion, it is worth mentioning that when the com-
plete NLO Lagrangian is considered in the linear case, addi-
tional fermionic operators are present. In fact the most gen-
eral NLO ALP Lagrangian is given by [33,40,41]
δL totala = cW˜ AW˜ + cB˜AB˜ + cG˜AG˜
+ ∂μafa
∑
ψ=QL , Q R ,
L L , L R
ψ¯γμXψψ, (17)
where X are 3×3 hermitian matrices in flavour space. The
chirality-conserving operator in the last term of this equation
could alternatively be traded using the equations of motion
(EoM) by a chirality-flipping coupling:
∂μa
fa
∑
ψ=QL , Q R ,
L L , L R
ψ¯γμXψψ −→ iafa
∑
ψ=Q,L
ψ¯L
× (XψL Yψ − Yψ XψR
)
ψR + h.c. (18)
In this equation, the products XψL Yψ and Yψ XψR are com-
pletely generic matrices and in consequence, in the com-
plete linear basis, operators of the type a ψ¯LψR are not
Yukawa suppressed. Note as well that it would be redundant
to consider simultaneously a bosonic coupling such as Oa
in Eq. (8) and the general fermionic couplings in Eq. (17) or
(18), as the effects of the former are already included in the
flavour-blind components of the Xψ matrices; see Eq. (15).
In this paper, we concentrate on the thorough exploration of
observables induced by the purely bosonic ALP couplings as
expressed in Eq. (16), for the case of linear EWSB realisa-
tions.
2.1 Previous phenomenological bounds
The experimental bounds on the couplings of axions – and in
general ALPs – to gluons, photons and fermions have been
abundantly considered in the linear EWSB scenario (see e.g.
[42–53]), including as well their impact at colliders for the
case fa ∼ O(TeV) [35,36]. Additionally, constraints on the
linear coupling of the ALP to W± gauge bosons have recently
been obtained in Refs. [38,39].
Coupling to photons Both AB˜ and AW˜ – Eqs. (5) and (6) –
contribute to the interaction of the ALP with two photons,
δL bosonica ⊃ −
1
4
gaγ γ a Fμν F˜μν, (19)
where Fμν denotes the electromagnetic field strength, and
the dimensionful coupling gaγ γ is given by
gaγ γ = 4fa
(
cB˜c
2
θ + cW˜ s2θ
)
, (20)
where cθ (sθ ) denotes the cosinus (sinus) of the Weinberg
angle. Bounds on gaγ γ can be inferred as a function of
the ALP mass ma from various astrophysical constraints
and low-energy data, which rely only on an hypothetical
ALP–photon coupling and not on fermion–ALP interac-
tions, as discussed e.g. in Ref. [35]. They enforce the com-
bination |c2θcB˜ + s2θ cW˜ | to cancel to one part in 103 (108)
for ma = 1 MeV (keV). Indeed, for ma 	 1 MeV the
best present constraint is set by beam dump experiments,
gaγ γ  10−5 GeV−1 [35,43], that is,
|cB˜c2θ + cW˜ s2θ |  0.0025
( fa
1 TeV
)
(90% CL)
for ma ≤ 1 MeV. (21)
For substantially lower masses astrophysical constraints may
apply, e.g. for ma = 1 keV the combination of helioseis-
mology, solar neutrino data observations [44] and horizontal
branch stars data [45–47] results in gaγ γ  10−10 GeV−1,
that is,
|cB˜c2θ +cW˜ s2θ |  2.5 × 10−8
( fa
1 TeV
)
for ma ≤ 1 keV.
(22)
These strong constraints on gaγ γ could suggest that each
of the two coefficients involved, cB˜ and cW˜ , may be indi-
vidually subject to bounds of the same order of magnitude.
Nevertheless, often symmetry reasons force a given theory to
produce couplings to photons much suppressed with respect
to Z couplings. In any case, from the point of view of effec-
tive theory they are two independent degrees of freedom:
the combination orthogonal to that in Eq. (20) should be
probed and bounded independently. In practice, in most of
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the phenomenological analysis to be developed in this work
the constraint
cB˜ = −t2θ cW˜ (23)
will be systematically enforced.
Coupling to gluons In turn, the effective ALP–gluon gagg
coupling is analogously defined by
δL bosonica ⊃ −
1
4
gagg a Gaμν G˜aμν, (24)
where Gμν denotes the QCD field strength. It receives con-
tributions from the NLO effective operator AG˜ in Eq. (7),
where
gagg = 4fa cG˜ (25)
can be directly constrained at energies above the QCD scale
QC D via axion–pion mixing effects, and also via mono-jet
searches at hadron colliders.
Bounds on Br(K + → π+ + nothing) [54] can be used to
constrain the process K + → π+ π0 (π0 → a), where the
pion–axion mixing arises through the anomalous coupling
of mesons and of the axion to gluons [40,55]. These bounds
have been used to constrain fa in contexts where the coupling
of the ALP to gluons is only present due to the anomaly, i.e.
where L ⊃ αs8π afa GG˜ (see, for example, Ref. [19]). They can
be reinterpreted in terms of the generic ALP–gluon coupling,
Eq. (24), yielding
gagg 1.1 × 10−5 GeV−1 (90% CL) for ma  60 MeV.
(26)
Slightly higher ALP masses have been considered at col-
liders, assuming only the coupling in Eq. (24). Limits of
order
gagg  10−4 GeV−1 (95% CL) for ma  0.1 GeV, (27)
were obtained [35] by recasting 8 TeV LHC analyses [48,49].
Coupling to fermions Interesting bounds on ALP–fermion
interactions can be obtained from several set of experimen-
tal data. For instance, considering those stemming from the
purely bosonic operator Oa – see Eq. (13) – or, in other
words, the flavour-diagonal couplings in the last operator in
Eq. (17) as expressed in Eq. (18) with Xi jL ,R = XiiL ,Rδi j and
gaψ = X L − X R, (28)
their contribution to the effective Lagrangian in the fermion
mass basis reads
δL bosonica ⊃
ia
fa
∑
ψ=Q, L
gaψm
diag
ψ ψ¯γ5ψ (29)
where mdiagψ is the fermion mass matrix resulting from diago-
nalizing the product vYψ/
√
2. The severity of the constraints
on gaψ depends on the ALP mass range considered. The
least constrained is the high-mass region, tested through rare
meson decays and in DM direct detection searches (the lat-
ter being very model-dependent) [50]. The former provide
bounds on ALP–fermion couplings below 10 GeV and in
particular Beam Dump experiments (CHARM) constraints
read [38,56]:
gaψ/ fa < (3.4 × 10−8 − 2.9 × 10−6)GeV−1 (90% CL)
for 1 MeV  ma  3 GeV. (30)
Lighter ALPs have been tested in axion searches in Xenon100
[52] through the axio-electric effect in liquid xenon (analogue
of the photo-electric process with the absorption of an axion
instead of a photon), bounding ALP couplings to electrons:
gae/ fa < 1.5 × 10−8 GeV−1 (90% CL) for ma < 1 keV.
(31)
Finally, the strongest bounds apply to very low ALP masses.
They are inferred from high-precision photometry of the red
giant branch of the colour–magnitude diagram for globular
clusters [53]. Measurements of axionic recombination and
de-excitation, Compton scattering and axion-bremsstrahlung
set very strong bounds again on the coupling to electrons:
gae/ fa < 8.6 × 10−10 GeV−1 (95% CL) for ma  eV.
(32)
The above set of fermionic bounds could suggest to infer
new limits on the coefficient of the linear bosonic operator
Oa of the bosonic linear ALP basis, Eq. (8), if considered
by itself, via the equivalence discussed in Eqs. (10)–(13).
This bound would depend on the ALP mass, and would be
conservatively summarised in
|ca|/ fa < (3.4 × 10−8 − 2.9 × 10−6) GeV−1 (90% CL)
for ma  3 GeV, (33)
except for ALPs with masses in the 1 keV–1 MeV range,
where the bounds from rare meson decay and DM searches
are much weaker. Nevertheless, more than one effective oper-
ator can contribute to the rare processes under discussion
and, in consequence, strictly speaking a bound can only be
set on the corresponding combination of operators, see fur-
ther below, in the same spirit that the bounds on aγ γ decay
do not nullify simultaneously the two couplings in the set
{aW˜ , aB˜}, but only a combination of them; see Eq. (23). For
the time being, the value of ca will be thus left free for
further exploration below.
Axion-like particles are also appealing DM candidates
and further bounds apply if such a hypothesis is consid-
ered. Indeed, heavy ALPs (in the GeV–TeV mass range) have
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largely been searched for at colliders as weakly interacting
massive particles (WIMPs). However, the phenomenologi-
cal analysis in this work will focus on a low-mass region
with ALP masses below the MeV range; DM candidates
in this range are known as weakly interacting slim parti-
cles (WISPs) and could be produced non-thermally through
the misalignment mechanism [57–61]. ALP DM candidates
capable of generating the correct relic abundance call for a
large enough initial field value. Because of their (pseudo-)
Nambu–Goldstone nature, these ALPs are the phase of a
complex field and thus have field values limited to −π fa <
a(x) < π fa , implying that standard ALP CDM (cold DM)
producing the correct relic density would require large ALP
scales [62]: fa  3.2 · 1010 GeV(m0/eV)1/4 (smaller scale
values cannot explain the totality of the relic abundance). In
what follows, ALPs will not be required to account for the
DM of the universe.
Coupling to massive vector bosons In contrast to the present
constraints discussed above, the couplings of ALPs to the
heavy SM bosons have been largely disregarded although
they appear at NLO of the linear expansion, that is, at the
same order as the pure photonic, gluonic and fermionic ALP
couplings.
The associated signals stemming from the linear δL bosonica
in Eq. (16) are illustrated in the column on the right hand side
of the Feynman rules detailed in Appendix B; they include in
particular interaction vertices of the ALP with electroweak
gauge bosons such as aγ Z , aZ Z , aW+W−, aγ W+W− and
aZ W+W−. Besides the collider signatures that will be pre-
sented in the phenomenological sections of this paper, rare
decays provide an additional handle on the ALP couplings
to massive vector bosons.
Consider the ALP–W+W− interaction defined by
δL bosonica ⊃ −
1
4
gaW W a WμνW˜μν, (34)
which may induce flavour-changing rare meson decays via W
exchange at one loop, and an ALP radiated from the W boson.
AW˜ contributes to such processes, with gaW W = 4cW˜ / fa .
Upon considering the action of AW˜ by itself, the same cou-
pling induces the subsequent ALP decay into two photons.
NA48/2, NA62 and Beam Dump experiments have been anal-
ysed in this context in Ref. [39], which extends to higher ALP
masses the bounds in Eqs. (21) and (22) of Ref. [35], indi-
cating a constraint4
fa/cW˜  4 − 8000 TeV, for ma < 500 MeV. (35)
Other limits have been obtained from the bounds on rare
meson decays into invisible products, B → K + a and
K → π + a with a → inv.. This is nevertheless at the
4 We are indebted to Brian Shuve for stressing the impact of present
rare-decay bounds for light axions.
price of assuming, in addition to AW˜ , the existence of some
supplementary ALP decay channel into invisible sectors that
furthermore is required to be largely dominant [39].
The bounds just discussed are precious and in particular
the approach of having started considering just one operator
at a time is a valid one. Nevertheless, with the discussed level
of accuracy for cW˜ when considered just by itself, it may be
pertinent to take into account the possible competing action
of other specific ALP–SM couplings in the EFT, for instance
those where the ALP would not be attached to the W boson
but to the intermediate fermion in the loop. These stem from
the fermionic couplings – in particular the top quark coupling
– induced by the bosonic operator Oa in Eq. (16), or from
other ALP–fermion interactions such as the generic ones in
Eq. (17) for the linear case. Indeed, like the analysis that
lead to Eq. (23), from the point of view of the effective field
theory in the linear EWSB framework, only combinations of
the couplings in the set
{cW˜ , ca, cψi } (36)
can be strictly bound by such data, where cψi refers to the
coefficients of the fermionic couplings in the complete NLO
linear ALP Lagrangian Eq. (17) which are not tantamount to
ca via EoM.
In this paper we will explore the complementary informa-
tion that the LHC can provide in various tree-level channels,
e.g. mono-W , which are insensitive to the presence of the
operator coefficient ca but share with the rare-decay analy-
ses the dependence on the linear operator coefficient cW˜ . This
complementarity is also manifest as the LHC has access to
a larger kinematic range. Hence the breakdown of the ALP
Effective Theory, and possible discovery of new physics, may
be possible at the LHC but be hidden in physics at B-factories.
For these reasons, in the phenomenological sections we will
obtain LHC bounds on operators involved in tree-level ALP–
W couplings (among others) and without the prejudice from
rare decays. The combined impact at LHC of cW˜ and ca
plus general ALP–fermion couplings, as well as the impact
of non-linear operators on rare decays is a subject for future
work.
3 The bosonic chiral ALP Lagrangian
This section explores the leading effective couplings between
an ALP and the SM fields, in the general framework of a
non-linear (often referred to as chiral or HEFT) realisation
of EWSB. The complete set of LO and NLO bosonic CP-even
couplings involving one ALP will be determined (again, they
could also be read as the complete bosonic set of derivative
CP-odd couplings involving a CP-even singlet scalar). It will
be assumed that the characteristic scale fa associated to the
Nambu–Goldstone boson origin of the ALP is at least of the
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same order of magnitude or larger than the cut-off of the
BSM electroweak theory . The ALP scale and the elec-
troweak BSM scale  will nevertheless be treated here as
independent.
The chiral effective Lagrangian HEFT [25–31,34,63–69],
which in the context of generic non-linear realisations of
EWSB describes the interactions among SM gauge degrees
of freedom, SM fermions and a light Higgs resonance, con-
sists of all operators invariant under Lorenz and SM gauge
symmetries and written in terms of the SM spectrum with the
only exception of the Higgs doublet, whose four degrees of
freedom are distributed in two separate sets. On the one side,
a unitary matrix U(x) describes only the three SM would-
be Nambu–Goldstone bosons [25,70–72] – that become the
longitudinal components of the gauge bosons after EWSB.
On the other side, the physical Higgs particle h is introduced
as an independent field, a generic singlet of the SM with
arbitrary couplings [25,27–29,73]. For particular values of
the latter parameters and correlations of the operator coeffi-
cients the usual SMEFT linear formulation would be recov-
ered [28,31,32,34,64–69,74–76].
The HEFT building blocks can be chosen to be the gauge
field strengths Gμν , Wμν and Bμν plus two SU (2)L covariant
objects:
Vμ(x) ≡
(
DμU(x)
)
U(x)†, T(x) ≡ U(x)σ3U(x)†, (37)
with
U(x) = eiσaπa(x)/v, (38)
where πa(x) denotes the longitudinal degrees of freedom of
the gauge bosons and σa the Pauli matrices. In this notation,
the covariant derivative reads
DμU(x) ≡ ∂μU(x) + igWμ(x)U(x) − ig
′
2
Bμ(x)U(x)σ3.
(39)
Under SU (2)L ,R global transformations (L , R, respectively),
the objects defined above transform as
U(x) → L U(x)R†, Vμ(x) → L Vμ(x)L†,
T(x) → L T(x)L†. (40)
The physical Higgs particle h is then customarily introduced
as a SM isosinglet via generic polynomial functions Fi (h)
[73] expanded in powers of h/v,
Fi (h) = 1 + ai h/v + bi (h/v)2 + · · · , (41)
where ai , bi . . . are constant coefficients. Finally, the SM
fermions are often grouped into doublets of SU (2)L and
SU (2)R , QL ,R ≡ (uL ,R, dL ,R), L L ≡ (νL , eL) and L R ≡
(0, eR). The notation chosen allows an easy identification of
terms breaking the custodial symmetry SU (2)C to which the
global group SU (2)L × SU (2)R gets broken after EWSB.
SU (2)C is explicitly broken by the gauging of the hyper-
charge U (1)Y and by the heterogeneity of the fermion
masses; insertions of the scalar chiral field T(x), which is not
invariant under transformations of the full SU (2)R , account
for breaking of the custodial symmetry in the effective oper-
ators.
The task now consists in the generalisation of the HEFT
Lagrangian to include insertions of derivatives of a/ fa . This
could be approached via the insertion in that Lagrangian
of general polynomial functions of the SM singlet scalar a,
Fi (a/ fa), in analogy with the treatment given to the scalar
h in the HEFT Lagrangian. After all, the Fi (h/v) polyno-
mials are reminiscent of the deformed exponential Nambu–
Goldstone nature of the Higgs particle in some non-linear
EWSB realisations, such as “composite Higgs” models [77–
79]. From this point of view, to restrict below to terms with
a single a(x)/ fa insertion is consistent with the assumption
fa ≥ . In summary, the effective Lagrangian can be written
as
L chiraleff = L LO + δL bosonica , (42)
where now the LO Lagrangian includes the usual HEFT LO
terms plus two ALP-dependent terms,
L LO = L LOHEFT + L LOa (43)
with
L LOHEFT =
1
2
(∂μh)(∂μh) − 14 G
a
μνGaμν
− 1
4
W aμνW
aμν − 1
4
Bμν Bμν − V (h)
− v
2
4
Tr[VμVμ]FC (h) + cT v2Tr[TVμ]
× Tr[TVμ]FT (h) + i Q¯ /DQ + i L¯ /DL
− v√
2
(Q¯LUYQ(h)Q R + h.c.
)
− v√
2
(
L¯ LUYL(h)L R + h.c.
)
− g
2
s
16π2
θGαμν G˜αμν, (44)
where the dependence on x , as well as that on v of F(h/v),
has been left implicit for brevity. The first line in Eq. (44)
accounts for the h and gauge boson kinetic terms, and a gen-
eral scalar potential V (h). The first term in the second line
describes the W and Z masses and their interactions with
h, as well as the kinetic energy of their longitudinal compo-
nents; the second term in this line is a custodial-breaking term
that we will disregard in what follows, being phenomenolog-
ically extremely suppressed (for this reason sometimes it is
included instead among the NLO chiral terms even if it is
a two-derivative coupling). The fermion kinetic energy and
Yukawa-like terms written in the mass eigenstate basis come
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Table 1 Couplings resulting from the bosonic axion NLO linear cou-
pling Oa and from its LO chiral sibling A2D , as formulated in the
Lagrangians Eqs. (16) and (55), respectively. Only fermionic vertices
survive as physical impact from Oa, as in the linear expansion higher
orders (d ≥ 7) are required for aZhn (n = 1) couplings, while the latter
are present in the chiral case at LO. For the complete Feynman rules
see Appendix B
next, with
YQ,L(h) ≡ YQ,LFQ,L(h), (45)
where YQ,L are the 6×6 block-diagonal matrices containing
the usual Yukawa couplings as defined in Eq. (14). This nota-
tion follows the assumption that the Yukawa-type fermion–h
couplings are aligned with the fermion masses. Finally, the
last line contains the usual QCD θ term associated to the
strong CP problem.
L LOa contains two terms which are two-derivative cou-
plings,
L LOa =
1
2
(∂μa)(∂
μa) + c2DA2D(h), (46)
where A2D(h) is a custodial-breaking two-derivative opera-
tor with mass dimension three,
A2D(h) = iv2Tr[TVμ]∂μ afa F2D(h). (47)
This operator appears then singled out at the LO in the chi-
ral expansion, unlike the case of the linear expansion in
which the only LO ALP term was the a kinetic energy;
see Eq. (3) and Table 1. In other words, if the EWSB is
non-linearly realised A2D(h) may well provide the domi-
nant and distinctive signals. It induces a two-point function
of the form Zμ∂μa which contributes to the longitudinal
component of the Z boson together with the usual would-
be Nambu–Goldstone boson of the SM, and thus to the Z
mass. Its impact is in this respect analogous to that of the
two-point function stemming from the d = 5 NLO linear
operator Oa; see Sect. 2 and Eq. (8). Nevertheless, it will
be shown in Sects. 3.2 and 4 that A2D has additional phys-
ical consequences, distinct from those induced by Oa, as
illustrated in Table 1.
A discussion of scales The normalisation of the operators
in Eqs. (44)–(47) and in the NLO chiral corrections to be
discussed below follows the Naive Dimensional Analysis
(NDA) master formula for the HEFT Lagrangian as dis-
cussed in Refs. [80–83]. With this convention the gauge
boson kinetic terms appear canonically normalised. In addi-
tion, the strongly interacting regime would correspond to
operator coefficients of ∼O(1).
Furthermore, the mass parameter in front of several oper-
ators in Eqs. (44) and in Eq. (47) should be a generic scale
f , which in specific models is that associated to a Nambu–
Goldstone ancestry for the Higgs resonance (alike to fπ for
QCD pions), such that  ≤ 4π f [80]. Instead, v – the
electroweak scale – is shown as explicit mass parameter for
bosons and fermions in Eqs. (44) and (47), with v < f : this
inequality is the well-known fine-tuning of the chiral elec-
troweak Lagrangian, necessary to recover the correct scale
of the gauge boson masses. It reflects as well the fine-tuning
problems of specific “composite Higgs” scenarios. For con-
sistency v has been then chosen as weight in all mass-related
terms in those equations; for instance a factor of f 2/v2 is
thus implicitly embedded in the definition of the coefficient
c2D in Eq. (46).
The same fine-tuning is at the origin of the Fi (h) func-
tions being customarily written as generic polynomials in
h/v instead of h/ f ; see Eq. (41). It can be considered that in
this parametrisation factors of v/ f have been reabsorbed in
the free parameters ai , bi , etc. in Eq. (41). Note as well that,
in principle, a function Fi (h) can be attached to any of the
operators in Eqs. (44) and (46). However, those attachments
can be redefined away in both Higgs and fermionic kinetic
terms at the price of redefining FQ,L(h) [84] and F2D(h).
Moreover, Fi (h) insertions in the gauge bosons kinetic terms
can be avoided assuming that the transverse components of
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the gauge fields do not couple at tree level to the Higgs sector,
as has been explicitly shown in Refs. [65,66] for composite
Higgs models [77–79]. A similar assumption on the ALP
sector prevents from writing terms of the type aXμν X˜μν at
LO.
3.1 The NLO ALP operators
The complete list of HEFT CP-even bosonic operators at
NLO is known [28,31,64] and will not be further discussed.
We address here the NLO bosonic chiral interactions involv-
ing one insertion of a/ fa , encoded in δL bosonica in Eq. (42).
The additional inclusion of fermionic couplings and the con-
struction of a complete and non-redundant CP-even basis,
which will turn out to be composed of a total of 32 –
bosonic and fermionic – operator structures (including the
LO axionic operator A2D and assuming one flavour), is
deferred to Appendix A. The NLO Lagrangian δL bosonica
consists instead of 20 independent bosonic operator struc-
tures (disregarding in the counting the different coefficients
inside the Fi (h) functions),
δL bosonica =
∑
X=B˜,W˜ ,G˜
cXAX +
17∑
i=1
ciAi (h), (48)
where
AB˜ = −Bμν B˜μν
a
fa ,
AW˜ = −W aμν W˜ aμν
a
fa ,
AG˜ = −Gaμν G˜aμν
a
fa ,
A1(h) = i4π B˜μνTr[TV
μ]∂ν afa F1(h),
A2(h) = i4π Tr[W˜μνV
μ]∂ν afa F2(h),
A3(h) = 14π Bμν∂
μ a
fa ∂
ν F3(h).
⎫
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
Custodial symmetry preserving
A4(h) = i
(4π)2
Tr[VμVν ]Tr[TVμ]∂ν afa F4(h),
A5(h) = i
(4π)2
Tr[VμVμ]Tr[TVν ]∂ν afa F5(h),
A6(h) = 14π Tr[T[Wμν, V
μ]]∂ν afa F6(h),
A7(h) = i4π Tr[TW˜μν ]Tr[TV
μ]∂ν afa F7(h), (49)
A8(h) = i
(4π)2
Tr[[Vν , T]DμVμ]∂ν afa F8(h),
A9(h) = i
(4π)2
Tr[TVμ]Tr[TVμ]Tr[TVν ]∂ν afa F9(h),
A10(h) = 14π Tr[TWμν ]∂
μ a
fa ∂
ν F10(h),
A11(h) = i
(4π)2
Tr[TVμ] afa ∂
μ F11(h),
A12(h) = i
(4π)2
Tr[TVμ]∂μ∂ν afa ∂ν F12(h),
A13(h) = i
(4π)2
Tr[TVμ]∂μ afa F13(h),
A14(h) = i
(4π)2
Tr[TVμ]∂ν afa ∂
μ∂νF14(h),
A15(h) = i
(4π)2
Tr[TVμ]∂μ afa ∂ν F15(h)∂
ν F ′15(h),
A16(h) = i
(4π)2
Tr[TVμ]∂ν afa ∂
μ F16(h)∂ν F ′16(h),
A17(h) = i
(4π)2
Tr[TVμ]∂μ afa F17(h).
The requirement that all ALP couplings respect a (continuous
or discrete) shift symmetry prevents the insertion of Fi (h)
functions in the three first couplings in this list. The first
block of six operators are those invariant under custodial
symmetry, assuming as customary no sources of custodial
symmetry breaking other than those present in the SM.
The “penalisation” of the operator coefficients by inverse
powers of 4π is a most conservative choice of their possible
value, which reflects the NDA normalisation of the chiral
sector [80–83] in which O(1) operator coefficients indicate
the strong regime. A particular case is that of vertices involv-
ing one Higgs leg, for which the overall amplitude will be
proportional in practice to the product
a˜i ≡ ci ai ; (50)
see Eq. (41). Given the f/v factor absorbed in the defini-
tion of ai , in the strong coupling limit a˜i is expected to be
somewhat smaller than 1 for all i = 2D. Conversely, a˜2D
as defined here is expected to be larger than 1 by a factor
O( f/v) in that limit; see the discussion at the end of Sect. 3.
Analogous reasoning applies to vertices with more than one
Higgs leg.
3.2 Two-point functions
The last NLO operator in Eq. (49), A17(h), introduces a
Z–a two-point function alike to that from the LO coupling
A2D(h), albeit with a higher momentum dependence. That
is, both operators feed derivatives of the ALP field into the
longitudinal components of the Z boson, in addition to the
usual derivative of the SM would-be Nambu–Goldstone neu-
tral field:
c2DA2D(h) + c17A17(h)
⊃ − ifa Tr(T (∂μ∂
μU)U†)
(
c2D v
2 a + c17
16π2
a
)
+ i
2
g′ Bμ
{
v2Tr((∂μU) τ3 U† − U τ3(∂μU†))
− 2ifa
[
c2D v
2 ∂μa + c1716π2 ∂μ(a)
]}
+ i
2
g W iμ
{
v2Tr((∂μU†)τ i U − U†τ i (∂μU))
+ ifa
[
c2D v
2 ∂μa + c1716π2 ∂μ(a)
]
Tr(T τ i )
}
. (51)
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The physical impact can be illustrated best via a field redef-
inition which trades completely this combination of two-
point functions by interaction vertices, alike to the procedure
applied to the linear operator Oa in Sect. 2,
U(x) → U(x) exp
{
2i
fa
(
c2D a(x) + c17 116π2v2 a(x)
)
σ 3
}
,
(52)
which translates also in contributions to the definition of the
gauge fixing terms, the mass term for the gauge bosons and
the Yukawa couplings (see also Ref. [34] for a similar dis-
cussion in the context of CP-odd effective operators within
non-linearly realised EWSB). The net physical impact is:
– The introduction of new fermionic couplings, alike to
those fully equivalent in the linear case to the bosonic
operator Oa; see Eqs. (10)–(16).
– The presence in addition of aZh and other vertices of
the form (Zμ∂μa)hn, n ≥ 1 interactions, which are not
redefined away in the non-linear case. The reason is that
the functional dependence on h of Fi (h) differs gener-
ically from that characteristic of the linear regime (in
powers of (v + h)2).
The purely bosonic couplings cannot be thus completely
traded by fermionic ones in the generic case of non-linear
EWSB. This is remarkable, as it implies that aZh couplings
could be then expected among the dominant signals of ALPs,
at variance with linear realisations in which they are only
expected at NNLO (as argued in Sect. 4 below). This com-
parison is illustrated in Table 1.
The fermionic couplings, stemming from A2D(h) and
A17(h) after the field redefinition discussed, will be denoted
by Aψ2D and Aψ17 and defined by
Aψ2D = −i
√
2v
a
fa
∑
ψ=Q,L
(
ψ¯LYψ(h)Uσ 3ψR
)
+ h.c.,
Aψ17 = −
i
√
2v
16π2
a
v2 fa
∑
ψ=Q,L
(
ψ¯LYψ(h)Uσ 3ψR
)
+ h.c.,
(53)
see Eq. (45) and Appendix D for details. These expressions
are the non-linear equivalent of the linear interaction Oψa in
Eq. (13). Alternatively, the part of A2D and A17 that can be
traded by fermionic couplings could be written as chirality-
conserving transitions, e.g.
Aψ2D →
∂μa
fa
∑
ψ=Q, L
(
ψ¯γ μγ5σ
3ψ
)
Fψ(h),
Aψ17 →
1
16π2v2
(
∂μa
fa
) ∑
ψ=Q, L
(
ψ¯γ μγ5σ
3ψ
)
Fψ(h),
(54)
which are the chiral equivalent of Eq. (15). In this work,
when analyzing the non-linear EWSB scenario we will use
the formulation of chirality-flipping fermionic couplings in
Eq. (53).5
3.3 The bosonic chiral ALP basis
In summary, the resulting bosonic ALP Lagrangian up to
NLO couplings can be written, after the redefinition in
Eq. (52), as the sum of 23 terms, besides the kinetic term:
L chirala =
1
2
(∂μa)(∂
μa) + c2DA′2D(h) +
∑
X=B˜,W˜ ,G˜
cXAX
+
16∑
i=1
ciAi + c17A′17(h) +
∑
i=2D,17
ciAψi , (55)
where A′2D(h) and A′17(h) are defined as the operators
A2D(h) and A17(h) without their h-independent terms,
which have been traded instead by the fermionic Aψi cou-
plings as defined in Eq. (53). The rest of the operators have
been defined in Eq. (49). All Feynman rules stemming from
L chirala can be found in Appendix B, up to four-leg interac-
tions.
AB˜ , AW˜ , AG˜ and Aψ2D are identical to the operators found
in the framework of the linear EWSB Lagrangian. In conse-
quence, the bounds on ALP–photon and ALP–gluon vertices
in Eqs. (21) and (22) apply. This would also hold, restricted
to the indicated mass ranges, for the aW+W− coupling in
Eq. (35), if AW˜ was considered just by itself. Nevertheless,
the caveats to that approach discussed in the linear case are
even stronger here in the sense that the aW+W− couplings
may receive contributions in the non-linear case from the set
(see FR.4)
{cW˜ , c2, c6, c8}. (56)
Analogously, the ALP–fermion vertices in Eqs. (30)–(33)
would constrain the magnitude of A2D , if the latter is taken
just by itself, to
|c2D|/ fa < (1.7 × 10−8 − 1.4 × 10−6) GeV−1 (90% CL)
for ma  3 GeV. (57)
Again, in the non-linear EWSB setup many other couplings
may contribute in addition to rare meson decay processes
than in the linear case, see FR.17–FR.19, to wit
{c2D, cW˜ , c2, c6, c8, c17, {cBqi }}. (58)
In this ensemble, the subset {cBqi } of operator coefficients
refers to the flavour-changing operators of the general ALP–
5 The Feynman rules for all bosonic and fermionic vertices stemming
from A2D(h) and A17(h), up to four-field couplings, can be found in
FR.7–FR.22 and FR.18–FR.19 of Appendix B, respectively.
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fermion couplings Bqi in the complete Lagrangian, see
Eq. (94), which can contribute either at tree level or at one
loop via W , Z or h exchange, and thus on the same footing
than for instance cW˜ or c2, c6, c8 and c17. Even if the data anal-
ysis was restricted for simplicity to bosonic couplings (the
focus of this work), a six-dimensional parameter space would
still remain, which means that a large freedom remains for the
possible value of one given coupling. In consequence, con-
sistently with the complementarity perspective, in the sec-
ond – phenomenological – part of this work we will explore
the independent impact that the bosonic non-linear operator
coefficients in Eq. (58) may have on LHC signals, which they
impact via a different combination than in rare decays. Those
couplings will be thus considered there first one at a time and
occasionally in some combinations.
4 Linear vs. non-linear expansions
The results in the previous sections on bosonic ALP–SM
interactions uncovered a plethora of effective couplings in
the bosonic sector of the chiral expansion, in contrast with
the mere four operator structures of the linear one shown in
Eq. (17), when both Lagrangians are considered up to NLO.
All ALP couplings are NLO ones in the linear case, while
one of the chiral set (A2D) stands out at LO.
Three operators are exactly the same in both expansions.
They are those with an “anomalous-type” structure of the
form aXμν X˜μν , where Xμν stands for a SM field strength:
AB˜,AW˜ and AG˜ . The total number of independent inter-
actions has to be equal in both expansions when all orders
are considered, though. It is thus pertinent to identify which
are the effective operators of the linear expansion that lead to
the same interaction vertices than the chiral (up to) NLO cou-
plings. This is accomplished in Appendix C, which identifies
the linear siblings with mass dimension:
– d = 5, corresponding to AB˜,AW˜ and AG˜ and to the
fermionic couplings induced by A2D with no attached
Higgs leg (these are identical in both expansions), as well
as other fermionic vertices.
– d = 7, corresponding to A1–A6, A8, A10–A12 and A15–
A17.
– d = 9, corresponding to A7, A13 and A14.
– d = 11, corresponding to A9.
Furthermore, the siblings of the vertices induced by A2D
with one or more Higgs legs are linear effective operators
with dimension d = 7 [85] or higher, depending on their
Lorentz structure.
Common/distinctive phenomenological signals Interaction
vertices predicted by both expansions include the well-
known ALP–photon and ALP–gluon couplings, and in addi-
tion the yet mainly unexplored aγ Z , aZ Z , aW+W−,
aγ W+W− and aZ W+W− signals.
Distinctive signals are those only present in the chiral
EWSB Lagrangian at the order considered, which are: (i)
extra ALP–gauge boson vertices aγ W+W−, aZ W+W− and
aZ Z Z ; (ii) ALP–Higgs interactions stemming from A2D ,
which include aγ h, aZh, aγ Zh, aZ Zh, aW+W−h, aγ hh
and aZhh interactions, among others. All these signals are
thus putatively important pointers of non-linear realisations
of EWSB.
A natural question about the bosonic ALP–Higgs interac-
tions is how come those (Zμ∂μa)hn couplings with n ≥ 1
appear at LO in the non-linear expansion while they are
instead very suppressed in the linear one, as after all the
latter is a limit of the former. The gist lies in the generality
of the Fi (h) functions, and more specifically in the differ-
ence between FC (h) and F2D(h), see Eqs. (41), (44) and
(47). Would those two functions be equal, as it happens in
the linear expansion, all bosonic ALP vertices involving the
Higgs would also be redefined away completely in the chiral
expansion at LO and NLO. Furthermore, even if the differ-
ence between the ai , bi etc. coefficients for those two Fi (h)
functions was considered to be qualitatively a NLO effect,
all (Zμ∂μa)hn, n ≥ 1 couplings would still be phenomeno-
logically considered NLO effects, which means in any case
higher strength expected than in linear realisations of EWSB
(where they start to appear only at NNLO).
The phenomenology of the ALP couplings to heavy SM
bosons will be explored in Sects. 6 and 7 below.
5 Assumptions and validity of the EFT
The theoretical results in the previous sections focussed on
a generic Nambu–Goldstone boson, singlet under the SM,
identifying all bosonic derivative couplings at LO in the lin-
ear and chiral expansions (a complete set including fermionic
ones was also derived and for the chiral case they can be
found in Appendix A). They hold independently of whether
the – unknown – underlying global symmetry is exact or
slightly and explicitly broken, that is, of whether the ALP
is indeed exactly massless or not, as far as its mass is neg-
ligible compared to the typical momenta considered. A few
considerations are nevertheless in order before moving to the
phenomenological analysis of ALPs signatures at colliders.
Validity of the EFT For the effective Lagrangian description
to be valid, the relevant suppression scale, in this case fa ,
must be significantly larger than the typical energy scale of
the process under study. In order to strictly ensure the valid-
ity of the EFT, one should require
√
sˆ < fa for each event
(
√
sˆ corresponding to the invariant mass of the event). How-
ever,
√
sˆ is not experimentally observable in processes with
invisible particles in the final state. In this case, the compari-
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son to fa may be naively performed using either the missing
transverse energy of a given event /ET or the transverse mass
mT , defined as (in events characterised by the presence of a
lepton and significant /ET )
m2T = 2pT /ET (1 − cos φ), (59)
where pT is the transverse momentum of the lepton and φ
is the azimuthal angle between the lepton and the missing
transverse momentum vector /ET (note that mT encompasses
contributions from both the visible and the invisible parts of
the final state). We use these two variables in the analysis
below, depending on the process, and require that the maxi-
mum values allowed for those variables obey
– mmaxT < fa for mono-W analyses (see Sect. 6.3), as the
ATLAS search we reinterpret uses mT as discriminating
variable. mmaxT corresponds to the highest mT data bin in
a given analysis, for each value of fa considered.
– 2 /EmaxT < fa for all other processes analyzed. /EmaxT is the
highest /ET data bin in a given analysis for each value of
fa considered.
The effect of imposing the strict validity criterion
√
sˆ < fa
can be assessed through the correlation between /E T , mT and√
sˆ for each analyzed signal, obtained from Monte Carlo. For
binned analyses, the signal event fraction for which
√
sˆ >
mmaxT , /E
max
T in different bins may then be discarded. We will
explicitly use this procedure for the mono-W and mono-Z
analyses in Sects. 6.3 and 7.1, and discuss the impact of the
strict validity criterion on the bounds/sensitivities on fa/ci
obtained from the rest of analyses.6
On a different note, we stress that as the chiral expansion
has an implicit BSM electroweak scale  ≤ 4π f , there is
an underlying assumption that fa ≥ . This / fa hierar-
chy sustains the choice of restraining the analysis to vertices
involving only one ALP.
ALP stability at the LHC and its mass In the LHC phe-
nomenological exploration to follow, it will be assumed that
the ALP is stable on collider scales, thus escaping the detec-
tor as missing transverse energy /ET . This further restricts the
range of values of ma , fa , appropriate for the concrete numer-
ical analysis below, given the various interactions of a that
could allow its decay – see Eqs. (FR.1)–(FR.7) and (FR.17)–
(FR.19) in Appendix B. The valid ma range should be speci-
fied for a correct interpretation of the collider results: because
of the assumed stability, all phenomenological results to be
obtained below hold for ALP masses ma ≤ 1 MeV, without
any additional assumption as regards which channels may
be open. The ratio between the ALP mass ma and fa is then
6 See also Ref. [86], where a similar method has been applied to DM
searches with the added feature of marginalizing over the unknown
contribution of new physics beyond the cut-off.
safely small, ma/ fa ≤ MeV/TeV, for characteristic fa scales
of at least a few TeV.
For ALP masses above the MeV, the signals to be stud-
ied below may also be present even if the pattern is altered,
accompanied by new ones which can be used to precisely
test the couplings through which the ALP may decay within
the detector (e.g. leptonic couplings).7 This would require an
extended dedicated study.
In this work, an ALP mass ma ∼ 1 MeV is used in the
numerical simulations, light enough to avoid altogether a →
+− and a → νν¯+− decays. The decay channels which
then remain a priori available are:
– a → νν¯νν¯ As neutrinos are undetectable at the LHC,
this decay does not have any impact on our phenomeno-
logical analysis. It would simply become part of the /ET
contributions.
– a → γ γ This decay is constrained by astrophysical
observations, as detailed at the end of Sect. 2. The dis-
tance d covered in the laboratory frame by an ALP before
decaying can be estimated as
d = τβc = h¯
(a)
| pa |
ma
c, (60)
where τ , (a) and pa are, respectively, the proper life-
time, width and three-momentum of the a particle, and
c denotes the speed of light. Restricting the width to
(a → γ γ ) and using the coupling strength gaγ γ as
defined in Eq. (19), it follows that
d = 16π h¯c
m4a
1
g2aγ γ
| pa |, (61)
which can be rewritten as
d 	 108
(
MeV
ma
)4 (10−5GeV−1
gaγ γ
)2 ( |pa |
GeV
)
m. (62)
For ma = 1 MeV, given the experimental constraint (see
Eqs. (20)–(21)), it results
d > 4 × 108 m ×
( | pa |
GeV
)
. (63)
The ALP momentum | pa | is typically of the order of
the missing energy of the candidate signals, selected
imposing a minimum /ET cut, which for instance using
ATLAS and CMS data is  O(100) GeV. Thus, within
7 As an example, the decay channel a → e+e− can produce collimated
signals of e+e− signals; we thank Jos Vermaseren for this comment.
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the allowed range for gaγ γ and /ET , the ALP always cov-
ers an enormous distance – many orders of magnitude
larger than the LHC detectors size (∼ 10 m) – before
decaying into two photons. For lighter ALPs, the situa-
tion is even safer given the inverse quartic dependence
of d with ma . ALP masses above the MeV range and up
to hundreds of MeV could be considered without risking
two-photon ALP decay in the data analyzed8 by raising
the minimum /ET cut imposed on data, but this would
open the e+ e− leptonic decay channels.
– a → γ νν¯ Analogously, this process does not affect the
stability of the ALP particle at the LHC. It could be medi-
ated by the ALP–Z–γ interaction parametrised by gaZγ ,
δLa ⊃ −14 gaZγ a Fμν Z˜
μν, (64)
where Zμν denotes the Z -boson field strength. The decay
width shows a very strong dependence on the mass of
the ALP, due to a peculiar cancellation occurring in the
phase-space integration. In the limit ma  m Z (and
neglecting the Z boson width for simplicity) we find
(a → γ νν¯) = g
2 g2aZγ m
3
Z
1024 (2π)3 c2θ
×
(
13
20
m7a
m7Z
+ O(m9a/m9Z )
)
. (65)
For ma = 1 MeV, this corresponds to a distance covered by
the ALP before decaying
d 	 1022 m ×
( | pa |/g2aZγ
GeV3
)
> 3.3 · 1027 m ×
( | pa |
GeV
)
,
(66)
where on the last inequality the constraint on gaZγ derived
further below has been used (see Eq. (70)).
6 Phenomenological analysis I: new bounds
In this section we derive new constraints on the operator
coefficients using LEP and LHC Run I and II data. Table 2
summarises the observables/processes which are sensitive to
the various effective operator coefficients, to be considered
in this and the next section.
8 Near the GeV range and further up there are barely constraints [35] on
the value of gaγ γ . A more elaborate study of the ALP signals involving
SM gauge bosons could be pertinent for that scenario, allowing for the
corresponding decay channels to be taken into account. This is beyond
the scope of this work.
Unless otherwise specified, we will consider the effect of
one operator at a time. Note that the dependence of the signal
cross section σ or partial width  on an operator coefficient ci
is (ci/ fa)2, hence the ratio ci/ fa is the relevant combination
of parameters throughout the analysis.
For the operator coefficients we will use the notation of
the chiral expansion, as its couplings outnumber and include
those of the linear expansion – see Sect. 3. Whenever per-
tinent, the applicability of a given bound or a sensitivity
prospect to both expansions will be specified. Special atten-
tion will be paid overall to the comparison between the
expectations based on the linear and non-linear effective
Lagrangians.
6.1 ALP coupling to Z -photon
In the non-linear expansion, the effective aZγ coupling
δLa ⊃ −14 gaZγ a Zμν F˜
μν (67)
takes the form:
gaZγ = f −1a
[
4s2θ (cW˜ − cB˜) +
g
4π
(2c1 + tθ (c2 + 2c7))
]
,
(68)
with the custodial-preserving limit recovered for c7 = 0 and
the linear limit at NLO recovered for c1 = c2 = c7 = 0. This
interaction can be constrained from various sets of experi-
mental data:
– The uncertainty on the Z boson width [42], (Z →
BSM)  2 MeV at 95% CL, allows one to set a conser-
vative bound on the process Z → aγ . The latter would
contribute to the Z width as
(Z → aγ ) = M
3
Z
384π
g2aZγ
(
1 − m
2
a
M2Z
)3
. (69)
In consequence, we use for the first time the Z boson
width to obtain a bound on this coupling, constraining the
combination of coefficients in Eq. (68) within the limit
(with basically no dependence on ma for ma  1 GeV)
|gaZγ | < 1.8 TeV−1 (95% CL). (70)
– LEP limits on Z → 3γ [36] constrain the product
gaγ γ gaZγ . However, given the bounds on gaγ γ reported
at the end of Sect. 2, the inferred bound on gaZγ is weaker
than that in Eq. (70).
As illustrated in Fig. 1, the Z boson width is able to probe
regions in the parameter space orthogonal to those tested by
gaγ γ . In the linear EWSB setup, those two bounds constrain
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Table 2 Couplings contributing to the observables considered here,
stemming from the purely bosonic operators in the linear and non-
linear scenarios. The block of new constraints explores the sensitivity
of LEP and present LHC data to different operators; see Sect. 6. The last
block corresponds instead to the sensitivity analysis from Sect. 7, which
assumes both LHC prospects with 300 fb−1 of data and projections to
the HL-LHC phase with 3000 fb−1 of data. The operator coefficients
to which present or expected measurements are found to be sensitive
appear in bold
Observables/processes Parameters contributing
Linear Non-linear
Astrophysical obs. gaγ γ cW˜ cB˜ cW˜ cB˜
Rare meson decays cW˜ ca cW˜ c2D c2 c6 c8 c17
New constraints
LEP data
BSM Z width (Z → aγ ) cW˜ cB˜ cW˜ cB˜ c1 c2 c7
LHC processes
Non-standard h decays (h → aZ) a˜2D a˜3 a˜10 a˜11−14 a˜17
Mono-Z prod. pp → a Z cW˜ cB˜ ca cW˜ cB˜ c2D c1 c2 c3 c7 c10 c11−14 c17
Mono-W prod. pp → a W± cW˜ cB˜ ca cW˜ cB˜ c2D c2 c6 c8 c10
Prospects
Associated prod. pp → aW±γ cW˜ cB˜ ca cW˜ cB˜ c2D c1 c2 c6 c7 c8
VBF prod. pp → aj j (γ ) cW˜ cB˜ ca cW˜ cB˜ c2D c1 c2 c6 c7 c8
Mono-h prod. pp → h a a˜2D a˜3 a˜10 a˜11−14 a˜17
at t¯ prod. pp → at t¯ ca c2D
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Fig. 1 Left Constraints on the parameters cB˜/ fa and cW˜ / fa derived
from the tree-level bounds on the combinations gaγ γ (y-axis) and gaZγ
(x-axis) defined in Eqs. (20) and (68). The hatched (solid) region is
obtained with the benchmark mass ma 	 1 MeV (keV). The different
colours show how the allowed region is shifted in the non-linear setup,
depending on the parameter c127 = g4π (2c1 + tθ (c2 + 2c7)). The value
c127 = 0.2 is about maximal, as it is obtained fixing c1 = c2 = c7 = 1,
typical of the strongly interacting regime. The linear case corresponds
to c127 = 0. Right The rotated figure shows only the region allowed for
ma = 1 MeV
cB˜/ fa and cW˜ / fa to take values within a limited area: impos-
ing Eq. (23) leads to |cW˜ / fa | < 0.42 TeV−1. In the non-linear
EWSB case, that region can be shifted depending on the value
taken by the combination c127 ≡ g4π (2c1 + tθ (c2 + 2c7)), as
shown in Fig. 1. Overall, the constraints on the quantities
ci/ fa are of order TeV−1 and thus correspond to a loose
O(1) bound on the coefficients ci for fa = 1 TeV.
6.2 ALP coupling to Z -Higgs: non-standard Higgs decays
As shown in Sect. 3.2 and Appendix D, the presence of the
coupling aZh is a characteristic feature of the non-linear
effective Lagrangian, as in the linear expansion it would
only be expected at NNLO. We propose here for the first
time to use non-standard Higgs channels to bind couplings
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of the ALP to the Higgs particle. Consider a range of ALP
masses such that it allows the Higgs particle to decay into
Za. The presence of non-standard decay modes of the Higgs
is constrained by ATLAS and CMS global fits to Higgs sig-
nal strengths. Current constraints on the Higgs non-standard
branching fraction Br(h → BSM) from LHC 7 and 8 TeV
data yield [87]
Br(h → BSM) = BSM
BSM + SM ≤ 0.34 (95% CL), (71)
where the SM Higgs width is SM = (4.07 ± 0.16) MeV
[88] and BSM denotes the non-standard Higgs partial width
stemming in this case from the presence of the ALP,
BSM = h→aZ + h→aZγ + h→a ff¯. (72)
The interaction vertices contributing to h→aZ , h→a ff¯ and
h→aZγ are shown in FR.7, FR.20–FR.22 and FR.14 in
Appendix B, respectively. The last two terms are three-body
phase-space suppressed and yield negligible contributions to
the Higgs total width;9 they will be then discarded in what
follows. Using then BSM 	 h→aZ in Eq. (71) yields the
present bound
h→aZ < 2.1 MeV (95% CL). (73)
h→aZ receives contributions from the chiral LO operator
A2D , Eq. (47), and from several NLO ones in Eq. (49),
h→aZ = m
7
h
1024π5v4 f 2a
⎛
⎝
(
1 − m
2
a
m2h
− m
2
Z
m2h
)2
− 4m
2
am
2
Z
m4h
⎞
⎠
3/2
×
(
κh + κZ m
2
Z
m2h
+ κa m
2
a
m2h
)2
	 m
7
h
1024π5v4 f 2a
(
1 − m
2
Z
m2h
)3 (
κh + κZ m
2
Z
m2h
)2
+O(ma/mh), (74)
with
κh = a˜13 + 12 (a˜12 − a˜14) −
2πs2θ
e
(a˜3sθ − a˜10cθ )
− 16π2a˜2D v
2
m2h
,
κZ = −12 (a˜12 − a˜14),
κa = a˜17 − a˜11 + 12 (a˜12 − a˜14) +
2πs2θ
e
(a˜3sθ − a˜10cθ ),
(75)
9 h→a f f¯ is further suppressed by factors of (m f /v)2  1, while
the interaction ah Zγ is linked to the aZγ vertex (see FR.14 and FR.3
in Appendix B), whose strength is bounded from the Z width (see
Sect. 6.1).
and where the coefficients a˜i for the couplings involving one
Higgs leg have been defined in Eq. (50). The bound in Eq. (73)
translates into the constraint
1
fa
∣∣∣∣∣κh +
m2Z
m2h
κZ + m
2
a
m2h
κa
∣∣∣∣∣  0.22 GeV
−1
−→ fa
a˜2D
 2.78 TeV for ma  34 GeV, (76)
where we use the fact that the inequality on the left is generi-
cally dominated by the a˜2D contribution, as it enters weighted
by a large factor. If the constraint in Eq. (57) is consid-
ered, the impact of A2D on h → aZ decay is negligible
for ALP masses below 3 GeV, and in consequence the bound
in Eq. (73) would apply to the combination of a˜3 and a˜10.
However, present LHC sensitivity does not allow one to con-
strain these operators.
The above limits are expected to improve significantly at
the high-luminosity phase of LHC (HL-LHC). For example,
Ref. [89] estimates that a bound
Br(h → BSM) ≤ 0.1 (95% CL), (77)
will be reached for 3000 fb−1 of data at
√
s = 14 TeV
(neglecting here theoretical uncertainties). This would roughly
translate into a sensitivity 3 ab−1h→aZ  0.45 MeV ( fa/a˜2D 
6 TeV for the case in Eq. (76)).
An alternative approach to tackle h→aZ is to use the
constraints from direct searches for invisible Higgs decays,
since h → aZ yields an invisible Higgs decay for Z →
νν¯. Current experimental searches by ATLAS [90,91] and
CMS [92] constrain the branching ratio for Higgs decay into
invisible states Br(h → inv) to [91]
Br(h → inv) < 0.23 (95% CL). (78)
Nevertheless, no constraint on h→aZ follows from the
present bound, since Br(Z → νν¯) = 0.2 ± 0.006 [93].
In the future, given the improvement on the sensitivity to
Br(h → inv) foreseen at HL-LHC with 3000 fb−1 of data at√
s = 14 TeV [94],
Br(h → inv) < 0.08 (95% CL), (79)
direct searches of the invisible decays of the Higgs resonance
may be sensitive to h→aZ . Indeed, in the ALP scenarios
under discussion
Br(h → inv) 	 h→aZ × Br(Z → νν¯)
h→aZ + SM , (80)
and in consequence, barring a positive signal in future data,
Eq. (79) may translate into 3 ab−1h→aZ  2.71 MeV, setting new
limits on the operator coefficients participating in this decay.
This expected sensitivity is, however, weaker than the present
bound obtained from global fits to Higgs signal strengths in
Eq. (75), and the latter will be used in the remainder of the
paper.
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6.3 Mono-W and mono-Z searches at
√
s = 13 TeV
We now study the production of a in association with a W and
a Z boson, as illustrated in Fig. 2. Since the ALP escapes the
LHC detectors as missing transverse energy /ET , this yields,
respectively, “mono-W ” [95] and “mono-Z” [96–100] sig-
natures. Both channels are being currently searched for by
the ATLAS and CMS experimental collaborations. In this
section we use their studies from public Run II data to set
limits on the presence of different ALP effective operators
that contribute to these signals.
Analysis tools
All signals and backgrounds to be discussed below in this and
the next section will be generated using MadGraph5_aMC
@NLO [101]. For this section it is enough to consider a
parton-level analysis as the final states considered involve
only leptons in addition to the ALP.
Statistical tools
In order to set limits on ci/ fa for each effective operator, a
binned likelihood analysis will be performed. The likelihood
function for a given lepton flavour in the final state  = e, μ,
is built as a product of bin Poisson probabilities
L(μi ) =
∏
k
e−(μi sik+ bk )
(μi s
i
k + bk)nk
nk ! , (81)
where
μi ≡ (ci/ fa)2 (82)
and bk and sik are, respectively, the background prediction
and the signal prediction for ci = 1 and fa = 1 TeV in a
given bin k. The significance is estimated via the test statistic
Qμi ,
Qμi ≡ −2 Log
[
L(μi )
L(μˆi )
]
, (83)
with μˆi being the value ofμi which maximises L(μi ). Alter-
natively, we may include the effect of systematic uncertain-
ties on the background prediction (which for the mono-W
searches can be obtained from Refs. [102,103] and for the
mono-Z searches from Ref. [104]) by convoluting each bin
Poisson probability with a Gaussian prior,10 such that the
likelihood function is given by
10 The Gaussian normalisation in Eq. (84) is consistent as long as σi 
1, which is the case in our present analysis.
LS(μi ) =
∏
k
∫ ∞
0
dr
e
−(r−1)2
2σ2k√
2πσk
e−(μi sik+ r bk )
(μi s
i
k + r bk)nk
nk ! ,
(84)
with σk being the background systematic uncertainty in each
bin k. Our test statistic accounting for background systematic
uncertainties QS μi is then defined as
QS μi = −2 Log
[
LS(μi )
LS(μˆi )
]
. (85)
The value of μi that can be excluded at 95% CL corresponds
to Qμi = 3.84 (QS μi = 3.84) if background systematic
uncertainties are not (are) included.
6.3.1 Mono-W signatures: pp → a W±
We are targeting in this paper bosonic couplings of the ALP
particle, and here in particular ALP couplings to electroweak
gauge bosons, as illustrated in Fig. 2. Let us first concentrate
on the ALP production in association with a W boson, as
illustrated in Fig. 2(left). It is possible to derive limits on the
coefficient of each effective operator contributing to this pro-
cess from LHC Run II data at
√
s = 13 TeV, by reinterpret-
ing the ATLAS search for W ′ decaying to + /ET final states
with 3.3 fb−1 of integrated luminosity [102] (with  = e, μ).
The backgrounds will be taken from Ref. [102], consid-
ering independently the electron and muon samples and
selecting events with transverse momentum pT > 65 GeV
(55 GeV) as well as /ET > 65 GeV (55 GeV) and transverse
mass mT > 130 GeV (110 GeV) in events with electrons
(muons).
The couplings that may contribute to this process are the
custodial-invariant AW˜ and A2 operators, and the custodial-
breaking ones A6 and A8 in Eq. (49), as illustrated in Fig. 2
and shown in the Feynman rules FR.5. Figure 3 depicts the
mT spectrum of the SM background contributions, as well
as the various signals corresponding to the c2, c6, c8, cW˜
Wilson coefficients, for fa = 1 TeV and ci = 1 (with cB˜
obeying Eq. (23)). The bins used in this figure are those for
which there is experimental information on the background
[102], corresponding to mT < mmaxT = 2.6 TeV for elec-
trons and mT < mmaxT = 3 TeV for muons. As discussed
in Sect. 5, the strict EFT validity condition
√
sˆ < fa can be
imposed by computing the fraction of events in each bin for
which
√
sˆ > mmaxT , and discarding it. In Fig. 4 (left) we show
the correlation between mT and
√
sˆ for mono-W through a
double-differential Monte Carlo distribution for the AW˜ sig-
nal. We also show the normalised mT distribution (again, for
the AW˜ signal) before/after discarding the events for which√
sˆ > mmaxT .
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Fig. 2 Feynman diagrams contributing to mono-W and mono-Z production
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Fig. 3 Transverse mass mT distribution for a W± (W± → ±ν) pro-
duction in the e + /ET final state (left) and μ + /ET final state (right),
generated from AW˜ (green), A2 (purple), A6 (orange) and A8 (yellow).
Also shown are the binned experimental data and dominant backgrounds
from the 13 TeV (3.3 fb−1) ATLAS analysis [102]
We note that although the c6 and c8 signatures in Fig. 3
exhibit a kinematical shape a priori much more favourable
to be distinguished from background than those proportional
to cW˜ and c2, at the end the most prominent impact on this
purely LHC analysis is that of cW˜ (followed by that of c6)
due to suppression factors in the cross sections.11 Mono-W
signatures from the operators A6, A8 and A2 are buried in
the backgrounds of present LHC data, and they will remain
out of reach with future HL-LHC data, except for A6; see
Sect. 7.
The loop-level bound obtained in Eq. (35) would imply
(if taken at face value) that AW˜ is out of reach of foreseen
LHC prospects, for light enough ALPs; however, as previ-
ously discussed, because more than one operator contributes
to those rare process – see Eq. (58) – the data only constrain a
combination of operator coefficients which differs from that
11 The impact of A8 is suppressed with respect to that from A6 well
beyond what suggests the ∼(g/4π)2 factor in the Feynman rule FR.5,
as the squared matrix element of its contribution qq¯ ′ → W±a van-
ishes with the quark mass as ∼m2q/m2W (∼ 2 × 10−4 for the charm
quark).
in LHC signals, see Eq. (56); it is thus pertinent to analyze
the impact of AW˜ on LHC independently.
The results obtained, for which the LHC sensitivity in
fa/cW˜ extends up to significant values, are listed in Table 3.
They show an important impact of the systematic uncertain-
ties on the background and also indicate that present LHC
Run II limits on fa/cW˜ from mono-W signals would a pri-
ori be sensitive to cW˜ only in the region of strong coupling
cW˜  1 (possible in non-linear EWSB constructions), for
values of fa compatible with the validity of the EFT. These
bounds have been computed in compliance with the strict
validity criterion (
√
sˆ < fa) by discarding the fraction of
events in each bin for which
√
sˆ > mmaxT (recall the discus-
sion in Sect. 5). We note that here the effect of considering a
strict validity criterion instead of the milder fa > mmaxT one
is of the order of the few percent on the numbers in Table 3.
The bound which suffers the most from applying the strict
validity criterion is the present constraint from the W → eν
final state, where applying the naive validity criterion would
imply overestimating the bound in ∼20%. However, this is
not a problem since it is the muon channel with yields a more
constraining result.
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Fig. 4 The left (right) top panel shows the correlation between mT
( /ET ) and
√
sˆ for mono-W (mono-Z ) through a double-differential
Monte Carlo distribution for the AW˜ signal. The centre plots show the
normalised mT ( /ET ) distribution before/after discarding the events for
which
√
sˆ > mmaxT (2 /EmaxT ) (grey/black). The bottom panel displays
the ratio between the two distributions above
Table 3 Present 95% CL fa/cW˜ exclusion limits for the effective oper-
ator AW˜ from mono-W (left), inferred from the search presented in Ref,
[102] as detailed in Sect. 6.3.1 and mono-Z (right) inferred from the
search presented in Ref. [104] as detailed in Sect. 7.1.1. Values obtained
without including background systematics are labelled [No Syst.]
cW˜ (mono-W ) cW˜ (mono-Z )
 e μ e μ
( fa/cW˜ )min [TeV] 0.94 1.63 3.77 2.54
( fa/cW˜ )min [TeV] [No Syst.] 1.62 2.44 3.79 2.54
6.3.2 Mono-Z signatures: pp → a Z
Consider now ALP production in association with a Z boson,
in hadronic collisions, as illustrated in Fig. 2 (centre and
right). The recent CMS Z + /ET search [104] with √s =
13 TeV and integrated luminosity 2.3 fb−1 will be used to
estimate present sensitivities to various Wilson coefficients.
Table 2 summarises the couplings which may a priori con-
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Fig. 5 /ET distribution for a Z (Z → +−) production in the ee+ /ET
final state (left) and μμ + /ET final state (right), generated from AW˜(green), A1 (blue), and A2 (purple). Also shown are the binned exper-
imental data and dominant backgrounds from the 13 TeV (2.3 fb−1)
CMS analysis [104]
tribute to a mono-Z signal among those in the chiral basis,
Eqs. (47) and (49). It will be argued next that only cW˜ may
be expected to be seriously tested by this signal.
The /ET distribution for signal and background will be
used as kinematic discriminator, applying the same tools and
procedure described at the beginning of Sect. 6.3. In order to
optimise the search, the following preselection and selection
cuts are applied: pT > 20 GeV, |η| < 2.5, pT > 50 GeV,
m ∈ [80, 100] GeV, /ET > 80 GeV,
∣∣ /ET − pT
∣∣ /pT <
0.2, φ
, /ET > 2.7 (rad), and furthermore third-lepton and
extra high-pT jets vetoes are implemented. The cut /ET > 80
GeV ensures that a contamination from the gluon-fusion ini-
tiated signal leading to s-channel Higgs mediation can be
safely neglected: for an on-shell Higgs the maximum /ET is
∼30 GeV. Furthermore, for a higher /E T cut the fraction of the
cross section contributed by this channel may be estimated
as the integral of the Breit–Wigner distribution of the Higgs
resonance for sˆ > m2Z + 2 /E2T [1 + (1 + m2Z/ /E2T )1/2], which
for /ET > 80 GeV gives a suppression factor of 5 × 10−6.
Given that the on-shell Higgs production via gluon-fusion is
σ(gg → h) = 48.6 pb [105], the Higgs-mediated contribu-
tion is completely negligible. Similarly, contributions involv-
ing a quark in the t-channel are not relevant in the kinematic
region considered. In summary, with present data the signal
cross sections for pp → Za have a negligible dependence
on the Wilson coefficients parameterizing the qqa and h Za
vertices, i.e. ca in the linear case and c2D, c3, c10−14, c17
in the non-linear one (see Appendix B).
The remaining ALP–gauge boson interactions which may
induce a mono-Z signal are the custodial-invariant operators
AW˜ , AB˜ , A1 and A2, and the custodial-breaking coupling
A7; see Fig. 2 (centre and right). AB˜ will not be considered
independently all through the rest of this work, given the con-
straint in Eq. (23). The contribution from A7 does not need
to be considered separately either, as c7 enters exclusively
through the combination c2 + 2c7; see the Feynman rules
FR.3 and FR.2. The analysis focuses thus on cW˜ , c1 and c2.
The comparison of signals and background /ET distribu-
tions for  = e, μ is shown in Fig. 5. The highest-energy bin
considered is /EmaxT = 1.2 TeV. In analogy with the previ-
ous mono-W analysis, the EFT validity condition
√
sˆ < fa
is implemented by discarding the fraction of events in each
bin for which
√
sˆ > 2 /EmaxT (see Sect. 5). The correlation
between
√
sˆ and /ET is shown in Fig. 4 (right), as well as
the normalised /ET distributions before/after discarding the
invalid event fraction in each bin.
The results obtained for AW˜ are listed in Table 3: the
present mono-Z search turns out to be significantly more
powerful in constraining cW˜ / fa than the ATLAS mono-W
search previously analyzed. Furthermore, the impact of sys-
tematic errors is negligible in this case. An interesting fact
is the different discriminating power of electrons and muons
in mono-Z signals induced by ALP emission with respect to
the coupling strength: while present muon data could a pri-
ori be sensitive to cW˜ only in the region of strong coupling
cW˜ ≥ 1, a signal in electron data would be compatible as
well with cW˜ values in the perturbative regime, cW˜ ≤ 1. It
is relevant to point out that these results, obtained imposing√
sˆ < mmaxT < fa , are equal up to the permille level to the
ones which are obtained if the naive validity criterion (only
mmaxT < fa) is used instead.
The contributions to mono-Z signals from A1,2 are shown
in Fig. 5 for illustration only, as the corresponding values for
c1,2 would lie outside the region of validity of the EFT in
present data and also if assuming the 3000 fb−1 integrated
luminosity foreseeable at HL-LHC; see the next section. The
mono-Z analysis with present and projected data is thus only
sensitive to the AW˜ operator, which is common to the NLO
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Fig. 6 Main diagrams contributing to the processes analysed in
Sect. 7.2. Upper line aγ W associated production. Lower line VBF-
type interaction producing aj j (iii) and aj jγ (iv). The proportionality
of each diagram to the non-linear parameters is indicated in the figure
(overall factors and relative coefficients are not displayed)
of the linear and of the non-linear expansion. It follows that
mono-Z searches alone are not sensitive to a possible non-
linear component in the nature of EWSB, unlike mono-W
future searches at HL-LHC.
7 Phenomenological analysis II:
√
s = 13 TeV LHC
prospects
This section explores the sensitivity prospects for con-
straining the effective ALP couplings to SM bosons at the
HL-LHC, as well as the analysis strategy sensitive to the
linear/non-linear character of the underlying EWSB mech-
anism. Assuming thus proton–proton collisions at c.o.m.
energy
√
s = 13 TeV and successive integrated luminosi-
ties of 300 and 3000 fb−1, the following channels will be
analyzed:
– Mono-W and mono-Z signatures, see Fig. 2, projecting
the analysis in Sect. 6 onto future data. A qualitative dis-
cussion of their ratio as a probe of non-linear character
will be added.
– Waγ associated production; see Fig. 6.
– Mono-Higgs signatures; see Fig. 10.
Table 2 summarises the set of operator coefficients that could
contribute to these signals and be tested in LHC prospects,
among those defined in the Lagrangians Eqs. (5)–(8) and
(47)–(48). The corresponding Feynman rules are shown in
Appendix B.
Mono-W and Waγ associated production, together with
aj j (γ ) production through vector-boson fusion (VBF) – also
shown in Fig. 6 – are intimately related processes, as they
probe the same limited set of effective operator coefficients12
cW˜ , cB˜ , c1, c2, c6, c7 and c8.
A special role is played by the Higgs-ALP couplings asso-
ciated to c2D , which, barring extreme fine-tunings, may be
only expected among the leading signals if the underlying
EWSB enjoys a non-linear character, and within a certain
ALP mass range, as previously discussed. This coupling will
be shown to be a priori testable through mono-Higgs searches
at HL-LHC, which exhibit a sensitivity reach well beyond
the bounds obtained in Sect. 6.2 from the limits on the non-
standard Higgs decay width.
Relevant information about the structure of the ALP cou-
plings can be inferred both by analyzing the different sig-
natures independently and by studying their interplay. As
some effective operators contribute to several processes, a
combined analysis may be necessary in order to access the
individual Wilson coefficients. Furthermore, the study of
(de)correlations between the various putative signals serves
as a good probe of the degree of EWSB non-linearity.
7.1 Mono-W and mono-Z signatures
The result of extending the analysis in Sect. 6.3.1 to the pro-
jected sensitivity in (ci/ fa)2 for LHC 13 TeV with 300 and
3000 fb−1 is summarised in Table 4 (for mono-Z ) and Table 5
(for mono-W ), considering electrons and/or muons in the
final state.
12 c2D – or its linear sibling ca – is also mentioned in Table 2 in
connection to these channels, contributing through the fermionic ver-
tices that it induces. Nevertheless, this contribution is in any case much
suppressed by ratios of quark mass over momentum.
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Table 4 Projected 95% CL fa/ci reach at LHC, with L = 300 fb−1
and L = 3000 fb−1 for μW˜ = (cW˜ / fa)2 from mono-Z production, as
detailed in Sect. 6.3.2. Top row: Assuming future systematic uncertain-
ties on the background scale as present ones. Middle row: Assuming
systematic uncertainties are reduced by a factor 2 w.r.t. present ones.
Bottom row: Assuming no background systematic uncertainties
 cW˜ (mono-Z )
Luminosity [fb−1] e μ
300 3000 300 3000
fa/cW˜ [TeV] 10.47 15.81 9.79 14.33
fa/cW˜ [TeV] [Syst.×1/2] 11.10 18.40 10.39 16.67
fa/cW˜ [TeV] [No Syst.] 11.64 21.47 10.91 19.64
Table 5 Projected 95% CL fa/ci LHC reach for  = e final states, with
L = 300 fb−1 and L = 3000 fb−1 for the effective operators relevant
to mono-W production, as detailed in Sect. 6.3.1. Top row: Assuming
future systematic uncertainties on the background scale as present ones.
Middle row: Assuming systematic uncertainties are reduced by a factor
2 w.r.t. present ones. Bottom row: Assuming no background systematic
uncertainties
Luminosity [fb−1] c6 (mono-W ) cW˜ (mono-W )
300 3000 300 3000
fa/ci [TeV] 2.00 2.53 1.83 2.20
fa/ci [TeV] [Syst.×1/2] 2.24 3.25 2.23 2.90
fa/ci [TeV] [No Syst.] 2.51 4.51 3.40 6.05
They show that mono-Z searches will be stronger than
mono-W ones in probing at LHC the effective operator AW˜ .
Both electron and muon channels will access the perturbative
regime cW˜ < 1. Mono-Z searches would reach ALP scales
up to fa ∼ 20 TeV (for cW˜ = 1) with 3000 fb−1 disregard-
ing background systematics – see Table 4. Assuming instead
future background systematics as (1/2 of) the present ones,
the mono-Z reach is somewhat milder, up to fa ∼ 15 TeV
(∼18 TeV). Table 5 shows that instead the limits on cW˜ / fa
from LHC mono-W searches are systematics dominated.13
Future mono-W searches appear instead of special inter-
est in order to uncover the A6 coupling, which is a signal
of non-linearity up to NLO. Table 5 shows that with 300
and 3000 fb−1 it is possible to either discover it or derive
a consistent projected limit. The sensitivity to c6 turns out
to be mainly limited by statistical uncertainties, being less
dependent than AW˜ on SM background systematics. Never-
theless a significant reduction of the latter is shown to have
a significant impact also on tackling A6, particularly with
3000 fb−1: scales up to fa/c6 ≤ 3.44 TeV (4.68 TeV) would
be then attainable if systematic errors were reduced by 1/2
13 The mono-W results are shown for electrons in the final state. Muon
final states display similar sensitivities.
(completely) with respect to their present value (see Table 5),
leading to c6 being testable within the perturbative region.
Finally, mono-W and mono-Z signals may turn out to
be especially prominent as phenomenological signals of the
complete NLO ALP basis, in particular of ALP–fermion cou-
plings in the chiral EWSB case. For instance, the aZψ¯ψ cou-
plings Bq3 , Bq4 , Bq6 , Bq7 , Bq8 and Bq10 in Eq. (94) may have a
large impact on the very sensitive mono-Z channel, while the
aW ψ¯ψ vertices in Bq3 , Bq5 , Bq6 , Bq7 , Bq9 and Bq10 may induce
mono-W signals; these couplings are not Yukawa suppressed
and will be explored in a future study.
7.1.1 Strategy for a combined analysis
As is apparent from the discussion above, the interplay
between mono-Z and mono-W signatures may be relevant
as a way of disentangling the presence of non-linearity in
the Higgs sector. Up to NLO in both expansions and bar-
ring extreme fine-tunings of operator coefficients, the cross
sections for those two processes are:
– Strongly correlated in the linear case, being both con-
trolled by the coefficient cW˜ (cB˜ is not independent; see
Eq. (23)).
– Less correlated in the non-linear case, as operators other
than AW˜ and AB˜ are expected to contribute to those
mono-signals. For instance the purely chiral A6 operator
may contribute visibly to mono-W production within the
projected HL-LHC prospects, as shown above.
A combined analysis of mono-Z and mono-W appears thus
to be a valid method to shed light on the nature of the EWSB
dynamics, once a positive detection occurs. Here we illus-
trate the (de)correlations of those signals in a purely qual-
itative way. The cross sections for pp → Za and pp →
W±a at a c.o.m. energy
√
s = 13 TeV are computed using
MadGraph5_aMC@NLO, and subject to no other constraint
than Eqs. (21) and (70) and a kinematical cut /ET > 200
GeV. A random scan of Wilson coefficients ci ∈ [−1, 1] has
been performed, along three scenarios: (i) the linear setup,
which in practice reduces to the custodial-preserving AW˜
and AB˜ operators, see Eqs. (5) and (6); (ii) the non-linear
custodial case, involving operators AW˜ , AB˜ , A1 and A2; (iii)
the non-linear case including both custodial-preserving and
non-custodially invariant couplings, here denominated non-
linear for short, which adds to the previous set A6 and A7;
see Eq. (48).
The results for the cross sections are summarised in Fig. 7
(top) in the σ(pp → W±a), σ(pp → Za) plane, for lin-
ear (orange), cyan (non-linear custodial) and dark blue (non-
linear), for fa = 1 TeV. The strong correlation characteristic
of the EWSB linear scenario is clearly seen. In contrast, in
the non-linear setup deviations from the sharp linear pattern
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Fig. 7 Top Cross sections for pp → Za and pp → W±a at √s =
13 TeV with /ET ≥ 200 GeV, computed with Madgraph5_aMC@NLO
for a random scan of Wilson coefficients ci ∈ [−1, 1] (see text for
details) within the region allowed by Eqs. (21) and (70), and using
ma = 1 MeV and fa = 1 TeV for illustration. Bottom Distribution
of the ratio RZ W defined in Eq. (86), with the area of the histograms
normalised to 1. In both cases, orange, cyan and dark blue correspond,
respectively, to linear, non-linear custodial and non-linear non-custodial
setups
emerge as expected as they stem from the non-linear opera-
tors A1,2,6,7. Those deviations are necessarily small, though,
as the contribution from any of the coefficients c1,2,6,7 is
suppressed by a factor g/(16π) – see the Feynman rules in
Appendix B – compared to that of cW˜ , cB˜ (this conclusion
may, however, be somewhat modified if a harder /ET cut is
imposed on the signal). In any case, in the event of a mono-W
and/or mono-Z excess in future data, the ratio
RZ W = σ(pp → Za)
σ (pp → W±a) (86)
may be used to discern possible physical explanations. This
observable has the advantage of being in principle indepen-
dent of the scale fa as well as of the ALP mass ma (provided
that ma  m Z , as is the case assumed in this analysis for
ALP stability reasons). Figure 7 (bottom) shows, for the three
sets of operators considered, the RZ W distributions obtained
letting the coefficients of each operator considered assume
random values in the interval [−1, 1]. Note that neither the
slope in the upper plot in Fig. 7, nor the numerical values
in the other plots in this figure, are meaningful per se, but
rather strongly dependent on the specifics of the analysis
(e.g. on the kinematical cuts applied, here /ET > 200 GeV).
Therefore, the strategy to follow in a realistic experimental
analysis would be to look for a coincidence/tension between
the expected value of RZ W in the linear scenario and the
measured one which, if detected, could indicate the presence
of non-linearity in the Higgs sector.
We stress that the considerations in this subsection are
aimed at discussing the expected relative strength of the
mono-W and mono-Z observables in a purely qualitative
way, having in mind future hadronic machines in general.
Indeed, besides the strong dependence of the results on the
kinematical cuts chosen, no consideration of backgrounds
has been taken into account here. This is in contrast to the
detailed phenomenological analysis at the beginning of the
subsection, where it was shown that only the deviations stem-
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ming from A6 have a chance of being visible within the fore-
seen HL-LHC prospects.
7.2 Associated production: pp → aW±γ
Consider next ALP production in association with both a
W boson and a photon, as illustrated in Fig. 6(i) and (ii).
Examining the interactions in the chiral effective Lagrangian
Eq. (49), it is easy to see that those couplings exhibit a par-
ticularly interesting combined potential for disentangling the
presence of different effective operators:
a W+ W− → g
4π fa
[
c6 gμν(p2+ − p2−)
+
( g
4π
c8 − c6
) (
pμ+ pν+ − pν− pν−
)]
− 4ifa
(
cW˜ +
g
16π
c2
)
p+α p−βεμναβ, (87)
a W+ W− γ → ge
4π fa
[( g
4π
c8 − c6
)
(gμρ pνa + gνρ pμa )
+ 2c6gμν pρa
]
− 4igfa
(
cW˜ +
g
16π
c2
)
εμνρα paα,
as illustrated, respectively, in FR.4 and FR.11 of Appendix B
and summarised in Table 2. Both processes are thus a priori
sensitive14 to A6, A8, and to a fixed combination of AW˜ and
A2, which therefore singles out a flat direction. In contrast, in
the linear scenario only the Wilson coefficient cW˜ contributes
significantly to both interaction vertices.
The first process in Eq. (87) leads to the striking mono-
W signal being already searched by LHC collaborations
and whose physics impact has been explored in Sects. 6.3.1
and 7.1. The second process leads to aW±γ associated pro-
duction, a search not being yet performed by the ATLAS
and CMS collaborations. We will explore its prospects next,
focusing on final states characterised by leptonic W decays.
It is necessary to take into account, though, that the pp →
aW±γ channel may be induced also by a Z γ -mediated con-
tributions, to which the set {AW˜ ,AB˜,A1, A2, A7}may con-
tribute as illustrated in Fig. 6(ii),15
a Z γ → ifa pZα pAβε
μναβ
×
(
−2tθcW˜ −
g
8π
(2c1 + tθ (c2 + 2c7))
)
, (88)
where the constraint in Eq. (23) has been applied. The contri-
bution of A7 is equivalent to that of A1 and it is not necessary
to consider it independently. In summary, the analysis is done
14 The sensitivity to c2D (ca in the linear expansion) remains in prac-
tice negligible even for L = 3000 fb−1 for the same reasons explained
in Footnote 12.
15 The a γ γ contribution to pp → aW±γ is proportional to(
c2θ cB˜ + s2θ cW˜
)
and thus irrelevant; see Eq. (23).
Fig. 8 Missing transverse energy distributions for pp → aW±γ
(W± → ±ν) at √s = 13 TeV LHC normalised to unity, for signals
generated one by one for operators A1 (blue), A2 (violet), A6 (orange),
A8 (yellow), AW˜ (green) and AB˜ (red)
on five distinct operators: {A1, A2, A6,A8} and the combi-
nation of {AW˜ , AB˜} orthogonal to the aγ γ coupling. They
are studied next, one at a time and keeping our analysis at
parton level.16
The main irreducible SM background is pp → W±γ
(with W± → ±ν), a process which has been measured
by ATLAS [106] and CMS [107] during the LHC √s =
7 TeV Run. The reducible backgrounds are subdominant
with respect to the direct W±γ production and consist of (i)
W±+jets (with a jet misidentified as a photon), (ii) Z +−
(with one of the leptons misidentified as a photon or uniden-
tified and the Z decaying into neutrinos), (iii) γ +jets (with
a lepton originating from a heavy quark decay) and (iv) t t¯
(with a semileptonic decay of the top pair and a misidenti-
fication of a field as a photon). Their combined effect is to
approximately increase the size of the W±γ background by
15–25% depending on kinematics and the flavour of the lep-
ton [106,107]. For the present analysis, we simply account
for this by scaling up our dominant SM W±γ background
by 20%.
The event selection requirements for photons and lep-
tons for both signal and background are pγT > 20 GeV,
pT > 20 GeV, |ηγ | < 2.5 and |η| < 2.5. /ET will be
employed as kinematic variable for distinguishing signal
from background, as we find that this variable has signifi-
cantly more signal discrimination power than the pT of the
lepton, because it receives contributions directly from the
ALP in the signal set. The /ET distributions (normalised to
unity) for the various effective operators and the SM back-
ground are shown in Fig. 8. The harder momentum depen-
dence of the effective couplings explored compared to the SM
contribution are illustrated. In practice, we simulate events
16 An analysis of the associated aWγ channel including parton shower
and a detector simulation is beyond the scope of this work and it is left
for the future once the viability of the searches proposed is established.
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Table 6 Optimal missing transverse energy cut /EminT , and ( fa/ci )max
2σ projected sensitivity reach for aWγ production, for √s = 13 T eV
and integrated luminosities 300 fb−1 and 3000 fb−1
Luminosity [fb−1] c6 cW˜
300 3000 300 3000
Optimal /EminT [GeV] 300 330 220 220
( fa/ci )max [GeV] 470 950 3800 6800
only up to /ET = 1 TeV, as we find that signal cross sections
for /ET > 1 TeV are negligible.
The significance σi of a signal associated to one given
operator Ai is defined here as [108]
σ i =
√
2
[
(μi si + b) ln
(
1 + μi si
b
)
− μi si
]
, (89)
where μi was defined in Eq. (82), and μi si and b denote,
respectively, the number of events in the signal and the back-
ground, alike to the definitions used in Eq. (81) with, in this
case,
si = L ×
∫ /EmaxT
/EminT
dσi
d /ET
d /ET and
b = L ×
∫ /EmaxT
/EminT
dσSM
d /ET
d /ET , (90)
where L is the integrated luminosity, σi stands for the cross
section induced by Ai and σSM for the SM one. The kine-
matical cuts are taken as follows:
–
/EminT = 200 GeV, as it optimises the sensitivity by
removing most of the background; see Fig. 8. Higher
/EminT values do not improve the signal-to-background
ratio.
–
/EmaxT = fa/2 for a given fa value, as required by the
EFT validity considerations; see Sect. 5.
A very slight improvement in sensitivity to c6 is found for
/EminT = 300 GeV, as illustrated in Table 6 where the opti-
mal cuts in /EminT and the corresponding sensitivity reach are
shown. Nevertheless, for comparison purposes it is more
appropriate to use one single cut for all operators, and the
value /EminT = 200 GeV indicated above will be used in the
aWγ analysis for all operators.
Figure 9 shows the 2σ and 5σ sensitivity to the Lagrangian
terms cW˜
(AW˜ − t2θ AB˜
) (right) and c6A6 (left), depicted in
the { fa, ci } plane and for 300 and 3000 fb−1. The hatched
area is excluded as it would correspond to fa ≤ 2 /EminT (cor-
responding to all signal events being outside the range of
validity of the EFT). The 2σ exclusion sensitivity reaches
fa/cW˜  3.8 TeV (6.8 TeV) and fa/c6  0.4 TeV (0.8 TeV)
for an integrated luminosity of 300 fb−1 (3000 fb−1) of data,
assuming the naive EFT validity criterion fa > 2 /EmaxT .17
We also note that when fa drops below 2 TeV (twice the
energy of the highest bin in the /ET distribution in Fig. 8)
the reach in fa/ci is diminished: this can be seen from Fig-
ure 9 comparing the sensitivity curves with the grey reference
lines which correspond to constant fa/ci . The rightmost parts
of the sensitivity curves is “parallel” to the latter lines, sig-
nalling that the reach in fa/ci is constant in this region. For
fa ≤ 2 TeV instead, the sensitivity lines drift upwards com-
pared to the reference lines, meaning that in that region the
analysis is sensitive only to smaller values of fa/ci than for
the regions to the right. This effect is due to the fact that,
as fa is diminished, the EFT validity gradually excludes the
high-energy bins from the analysis, thus losing discrimina-
tion power (note also that considering the strict EFT validity
criterion
√
sˆ < fa would amplify this effect).
Alike to the conclusions in Sect. 7.1 based on mono-W and
mono-Z searches, associated aWγ production at the LHC
exhibits thus some (weaker but complementary) sensitivity
to cW˜ and to c6 (for large values of the latter), and may poten-
tially reach stronger constraints on cW˜ than those obtained
from LEP data, see Sect. 6.1, but weaker than the limits from
rare decays – see the discussion around Eq. (35). It should
be possible to further increase the reach of the analysis by
using a sophisticated version of the transverse mass instead
of /ET , the so-called mT 2 variable [109,110].
Decorrelating power
The vertices in Figs. 2 (left) and 6 contribute simultaneously
to the production of a and aγ in association with W±, as
well as to VBF processes. Equations (88) and (87) show
a dependence of these processes on certain combinations of
coefficients and thus correlation effects are a priori expected.
A combined analysis of a/aγ production in association with
W± and through VBF would enlarge the amount of kine-
matical information available, helping to disentangle their
respective contributions.18
We consider for illustration the simultaneous action of c2
and cW˜ on mono-W signals and on aWγ production. Note
that it is precisely the contribution to the latter process of the
aZγ vertex in Eq. (88) which would allow one to separate
the contributions of those two operator coefficients if data
were sensitive to both, while from Eq. (87) alone the two
17 We warn the reader that, while the sensitivity to cW˜ is expected not
to appreciably change if the strict EFT validity criterion
√
sˆ < fa were
required, the sensitivity to c6 could be significantly modified. We leave
a more precise assessment of this effect for future work.
18 The study of a/aγ production in VBF is significantly more involved,
due to the difficulty in accurately modelling the important multijet back-
ground, and is left for the future.
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Fig. 9 Contours for σ = 2 (dashed) and σ = 5 (solid) sensitivity to
pp → aW±γ (W± → ±ν) signal at the LHC with √s = 13 TeV
and for an integrated luminosity of 300 fb−1 (dark blue) and 3000 fb−1
(light blue), as a function of { fa, ci }. The left (right) panel shows the
results obtained assuming that only the operator A6 (the combination
of operators
(AW˜ − t2θ AB˜
)) is contributing. The hatched region cor-
responds to fa < 2 /EminT , and is excluded by the EFT validity. The
yellow region is excluded by the bound on gaZγ reported in Eq. (70).
The mono-Z exclusion region from
√
s = 13 TeV LHC with 2.3 fb−1
of data is depicted by the red region. The grey reference lines corre-
spond to constant values of fa/ci . The region explored for cW˜ would
be superseded by the bound from rare decays in Eq. (35), within their
range of applicability, if the correlation between operators contributing
simultaneously was disregarded
coefficients would have been tied in a blind direction. Similar
considerations apply to other combinations of coefficients.
Nevertheless, our results indicate that, within the foreseen
experimental prospects, no sensitivity is expected via mono-
W and aWγ production to couplings other than cW˜ and c6,
that is, to {A1, A2, A7,A8} as these yield very suppressed
contributions. The combination of mono-W data and aWγ
production data will therefore allow one to disentangle the
measurement/constraint of cW˜ (a custodial-invariant signal
common to linear and non-linear EWSB) from that of c6
(only expected if the EWSB mechanism enjoys non-linear
aspects and violates custodial symmetry).
7.3 Higgs signatures
Bosonic ALP–Higgs couplings are an interesting class of
new signals which may be observable only within non-linear
realisations of EWSB. Indeed, in the latter case aZhn ver-
tices with n ≥ 1 are expected at LO, while they do not
appear in the linear expansion below NNLO, as discussed
in Sects. 3.2 and 4. They could induce especially interesting
ALP signals: non-standard Higgs decay (h → aZ ) includ-
ing invisible Higgs decay (h → aνν¯), associated ALP–Higgs
production yielding an h + /ET “mono-Higgs” signature at
the LHC, or even a hh + /ET di-Higgs signature, see Fig. 10.
The possibility that aZh couplings of heavy pseudoscalars
with masses in the 0.5–2 TeV range may yield observable
signals in pp → a → Zh (h → bb¯) was recently consid-
ered in the context of the linear expansion [85] (while the
ALP signatures in Higgs and Z decays are presented in this
paper for the first time), stemming from one loop corrections
to the NLO linear Lagrangian and from d = 7 operators.
The set of operators in the Lagrangian Eq. (48) contribut-
ing a priori to those signals are {A2D, A3, A10, A11, A12,
A13, A14, A17}, see Table 2. Nevertheless, only the first
three will be phenomenologically relevant within the LHC
prospects, as the contributions from the rest are compara-
tively much suppressed by extra powers of 1/(4π) and/or
m2a/v
2 in the case of A17; see Feynman rules FR.6 and FR.7.
This section focusses thus on the prospects for detectingA2D ,
A3 and A10, both taken one by one and in a combined anal-
ysis. The vertices relevant to the mono-h signal and the non-
standard Higgs decays are
aZh → − 4ev
s2θ fa a˜2D p
μ
a
+ 1
2πv fa (a˜3sθ − a˜10cθ )(p
μ
Z ph · pZ − pμh p2Z ),
aγ h → 1
2πv fa (a˜3cθ + a˜10sθ )
(
pμA pa · pA − p2A pμa
)
,
(91)
showing that a3 and a10 enter in two different combinations
into the processes considered:
– the mono-h (and di-Higgs) signatures depend on the com-
bination a˜3sθ − a˜10cθ via Z exchange, and also on the
orthogonal one a˜3cθ +a˜10sθ via γ exchange – see Fig. 10;
– in contrast, the non-standard Higgs decays depends only
on a˜3sθ − a˜10cθ .
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Z/γ
q¯
q
h
a
a˜2D + a˜3 +
(a˜10+ a˜11+ a˜12+
a˜13 + a˜14 + a˜17)
Z/γ
q¯
q
h
h
a
b˜3 + b˜10 + b˜11 +
b˜12 + b˜13 +
b˜14 + b˜16 + b˜17
Fig. 10 Main diagrams contributing to mono-Higgs (left) and di-Higgs
(right) production in association with an ALP. The non-linear param-
eters entering each vertex are reported in the figure. Note that for the
case of mono-Higgs, the contributions of a˜2D and a˜3 are phenomeno-
logically dominant, as the other coefficients enter the coupling with an
extra suppression. The compact notation a˜i ≡ ci ai , b˜i ≡ ci bi has been
adopted
We are thus contemplating three coefficients and two dis-
tinct processes. For the range of ALP masses used in the
present numerical simulations (ma ≤ 1 MeV), the fermionic-
induced bound on c2D in Eq. (57) would lead to disregard the
impact of A2D on LHC data if that coupling were considered
by itself. Nevertheless, given that a different combination of
couplings is at work in rare decays and in LHC signals, for
consistency with the perspective of exploring complementary
approaches, and given that for larger ALP masses the LHC
signals would still be present in a refined analysis, the con-
tributions of A2D must be retained in the analysis to follow.
With this strategy, the impact of A3 and A10 on the non-
standard Higgs decay width is subdominant with respect to
that of A2D , given the different v dependence; see Eq. (91).
On the contrary, LHC data are instead quite sensitive to c3 and
c10, in addition to c2D , given the stronger momentum depen-
dence of A3 and A10. This suggests that, in order to disen-
tangle the contributions from A3 and A10, a detailed study of
the kinematic distributions of the mono-Higgs channel would
be necessary, together with the combination of these results
with those stemming from bounds on h → BSM from Higgs
signal strength measurements. On the other side, a3 and a10
have a similar overall impact on the total mono-h cross sec-
tion. For the sake of simplicity, we will then consider here
only the impact of a2D and a3, separately and combined,
deferring the detailed study of A10 to a future work.
A remark on the range of values of the operator coefficients
is pertinent. Generally speaking, large values correspond to
strongly interacting regimes, and NDA suggests ci ≤ 1, with
the bound saturated in the strong regime. Nevertheless, as dis-
cussed in Sect. 3, a factor ( f/v) has been implicitly absorbed
in the definition of the parameter a˜2D = c2Da2D , where a2D
is the coefficient of the one-Higgs contribution in the polyno-
mial F2D(h). The ratio ξ ≡ v2/ f 2 is not a parameter from the
effective theory point of view, but it is currently bounded to
be  0.2 in concrete models [105] such as composite Higgs
scenarios. Numerically, this would translate into an enhance-
ment of a factor f/v  2.3, which implies that the absolute
value of the parameter a˜2D can naturally exceed by at least
2-3 units the bare NDA constraint a˜2D ≤ 1. In this section
we will assume a maximum absolute value a˜max = 3 for both
a˜2D and a˜3, along the same lines as the analysis presented in
Sect. 7.2.
7.3.1 Mono-Higgs: pp → a h
The process pp → ah (h → 4) is considered next at 13
TeV LHC, and it follows the mono-Higgs analysis from the
“Les Houches 2015” report [111], considering both 300 fb−1
and 3000 fb−1 integrated luminosity. Our signal sample is
produced with MadGraph5_aMC@NLO [101], passed on to
Pythia 8 [112] for showering and hadronisation and then
to FastJet [113] for jet reconstruction. The reconstructed
events are finally filtered imposing the selection cuts from
Ref. [111], for a consistent comparison with SM backgrounds
which are taken precisely from that reference.
The /ET spectrum can be used to disentangle the new inter-
actions from the SM background. This applies in particular to
A3, which induces a strong momentum dependence through
both the aZh and the aγ h contributions to the mono-h sig-
nal. This is illustrated in Fig. 11 for an integrated luminosity
of 3000 fb−1. As expected, the /ET spectrum produced by
A3 (orange line) is harder compared to that produced by
A2D (red line) while, at the same time, the total (no cuts)
integrated cross section for the signal generated with A3 is
manifestly lower than the one induced by A2D .
In order to quantify the potential for observing in future
LHC data a mono-Higgs signal generated by either of the two
operators A2D and A3, the analysis is done in two different
stages.19
One operator at a time
In a first stage, each of the two relevant operators, A2D and
A3, is considered individually, i.e. assuming that only one of
the coefficients c2D and c3 has a non-zero value. With this
choice, the procedure already described in Sect. 7.2, Eqs. (89)
19 Only tree-level insertions of the operators A2D and A3 will be con-
sidered below.
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Fig. 11 /ET distributions for
4 + /ET signal and background
for
√
s = 13 TeV and 3000 fb−1
of integrated luminosity, after
applying the selection cuts from
[111]. SM /ET background
distributions are obtained
directly from [111], and the
signal pp → ah (h → 4) /ET
distribution is shown for A2D
(red) and A3 (orange)
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Fig. 12 Contours for σ = 2 (dashed) and σ = 5 (solid) sensitivity to
mono-H signal at the LHC with
√
s = 13 TeV and for an integrated
luminosity of 300 fb−1 (dark blue) and 3000 fb−1 (light blue), as a
function of { fa, ci }. The left (right) panel shows the results obtained
assuming that only the operator A3 (A2D) is contributing. The hatched
region corresponds to fa < 2 /EminT , and is excluded by the EFT valid-
ity, while the green region is excluded by the bound on Br(h → BSM)
reported in Eq. (76) (for the left panel, this bound is not visible). The
grey reference lines correspond to constant values of fa/ci
and (90), is applied. The significance is computed as a func-
tion of fa/ci , integrating the distributions in Fig. 11 from a
chosen /EminT = 150 GeV (which removes most of the back-
ground contribution) up to /EmaxT = fa/2, according to the
naive validity criterion (recall the discussion in Sect. 5).
Figure 12 shows the σ = 2 and σ = 5 sensitivity regions
obtained for the two coefficients a˜2D and a˜3 individually
(see Eq. (89)), and integrated luminosities of 300 fb−1 and
3000 fb−1. As shown in Fig. 12, only a very restricted region
of the parameter space for A3 is accessible within 3000 fb−1
at the LHC, due to its very small cross section: it results in
a 2σ sensitivity to fa/a˜3  470 GeV, which is expected to
further degrade if the strict EFT validity criterion
√
sˆ < fa
would be considered.
In contrast, Fig. 12 illustrates that mono-Higgs signatures
in the h → 4 final state at HL-LHC have the potential to
explore some region of parameter space for A2D within the
range of EFT validity. The 2σ exclusion sensitivity reaches
fa/a˜2D  340 GeV (780 GeV) for an integrated luminosity
of 300 fb−1 (3000 fb−1) of data. While considering the strict
EFT validity criterion would somewhat degrade these limits,
we also stress that considering other final states, e.g. h →
γ γ , h → bb¯, would significantly increase the sensitivity of
this search, and we leave such a study for the future.
These results can be contrasted with the bounds on
fa/a˜i , (i = 2D, 3) inferred from the current upper limit
on Br(h → BSM) in Sect. 6.2, which is depicted as a
green region in Fig. 12 (right). If only A2D is considered,
the area of parameter space which is to be probed by LHC
with 3000 fb−1 is already ruled out by that limit. This is not
the case when only A3 is considered, since its contribution
to h → BSM is very suppressed. Nevertheless, cancellations
might exist amongst the contributions of those two operators
to non-standard Higgs decays, in regions of the parameter
space where a mono-Higgs signal could be expected at a
testable level. This is the motivation for the second stage
in the analysis: a combined study where both operators are
considered simultaneously.
Combination of the two operators A2D and A3
In this case of simultaneous consideration, the shape of the
/ET distribution after applying the analysis cuts can be esti-
mated, for an arbitrary choice of fa , a˜2D and a˜3, as
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Fig. 13 Contours for 2σ and 5σ sensitivity to the mono-H signal at the
LHC with
√
s = 13 TeV and for an integrated luminosity of 3000 fb−1,
for different values of the parameters ( fa/a˜2D) and ( fa/a˜3). The left
(right) panel shows the result obtained for opposite-sign (same-sign)
scaling factors. The grey shaded region is excluded by the bound on
Br(h → BSM) reported in Eq. (76)
( fa/TeV)−1
[
a˜22D xk + a˜23 yk + a˜2Da˜3 (zk − xk − yk)
]
,
(92)
where the index k runs over the distribution bins, and xk, yk ,
and zk represent the /ET prediction in the kth bin obtained
with fa = 1 TeV and for the configurations (a˜2D = 1, a˜3 =
0), (a˜2D = 0, a˜3 = 1) and (a˜2D = 1, a˜3 = 1), respec-
tively. With this estimate of the /ET distribution one can
easily compute the maximal projected sensitivity to mono-
Higgs signals, varying the lower cut in missing transverse
energy, /EminT , in order to maximise the sensitivity σ at each
{ fa/a˜2D, fa/a˜3} point.
The results are shown in the scatter plot in Fig. 13. The
yellow (orange) points are those for which there exists a lower
/ET cut within the EFT validity region, which allows one
to observe a mono-Higgs signature with a significance of
least 2 (5)σ at the 13 TeV LHC with 3000 fb−1. The left and
right panels distinguish the two cases in which a˜2D and a˜3
have either opposite or same sign. In both cases, in the limit
fa/a˜2D → ∞, the 2σ and 5σ sensitivity curves for fa/a˜3
converge towards values close to the optimal ones found in
the A3-only analysis (the discrepancy is due to the different
treatment of the /EminT cut). An analogous behaviour is also
observed in the orthogonal direction.
More interesting is the region where a˜2D and a˜3 are close
in absolute value. In particular, it shows that the contributions
to the mono-Higgs process stemming from the two operators
produce destructive interference when a˜2D and a˜3 have the
same sign: for a˜2D 	 a˜3 (right panel) the signal is reduced
compared to the case in which one of the two operators dom-
inates, and the sensitivity is therefore lower in this region of
the parameter space. On the other hand, for a˜2D 	 −a˜3 (left
panel) constructive interference effects enhance mono-Higgs
production, so that the LHC would be sensitive to larger val-
ues of fa/a˜i than in the one-operator case.
As with the previous study, the results obtained for pro-
jected mono-Higgs searches in the (a˜2D, a˜3) plane can easily
be contrasted with the bound inferred in Sect. 6.2 from the
current upper limits on Br(h → BSM). This is depicted as
a grey-shaded region in Fig. 13 and seen to be more strin-
gent for same-sign a˜2D and a˜3, as no cancellation can then
take place in the dominant expression in Br(h → BSM); see
Eq. (75).
As a result of the combination of the existing bound with
the projected reach, it appears that mono-Higgs searches may
be useful for probing a relevant region of the parameter space,
namely that with 300 GeV  | fa/a˜3|  700 GeV, where the
lower bound is a direct consequence of requiring the EFT
validity. In this region, | fa/a˜2D| may be no smaller than 2–
3 TeV, as lower values are already excluded by the h → BSM
constraint that we derived from present data in Sect. 6.2.
Overall, we find that although mono-Higgs searches at the
LHC are sensitive to the presence of both operators A2D and
A3, they are not competitive in constraining fa/a˜2D with the
Br(h → BSM) bound, neither with the fermionic-induced
bound in Eq. (57) when that coupling is considered just by
itself. On the other hand, they are more sensitive to the pres-
ence of a˜3 and therefore they may provide valuable, comple-
mentary, information in the study of the ALP’s coupling to
the Higgs.
In conclusion, if interpreted in terms of the presence of a
light pseudo-Goldstone boson, and barring fine-tunings, the
observation of a mono-Higgs signature at the LHC repre-
sents a smoking gun of non-linearity in the EWSB sector, as
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couplings such as aZ(γ )h are not to be found in the NLO
Lagrangian of linear EWSB setups (see FR.1, FR.7). Within
the effective Lagrangian in Eq. (42), the observation of this
signal at foreseen LHC data can only be attributed to the
presence of A3 (or eventually A10), as a˜2D is out of reach in
that data set given the range of values allowed by the current
bounds.
A comment on di-Higgs production
The aZhh interaction allows for di-Higgs final state, due
to a quark-initiated hh + /ET production via Drell–Yan (see
Fig. 10 (right)). This is in contrast to di-Higgs production in
the SM, which is exclusively gluon-fusion initiated. More-
over, the presence of /ET in the final state could serve as
an additional handle to suppress SM backgrounds to the di-
Higgs process. This discussion highlights that a–h interac-
tions could constitute a very promising avenue for non-linear
ALP phenomenology at the LHC, which we intend to explore
in the future.
7.4 Coupling to fermions
In this paper we have focussed on the relation of the ALP
with the EWSB sector via bosonic operators, and explored
the impact of couplings of the ALP to SM bosons. However,
in Sects. 2 and 3 we noticed that bosonic operators would
lead to ALP–fermion couplings via a field redefinition.
Although the bounds we obtained in Eqs. (33) and (57)
when considering operators one at a time are very strong, it
is worth exploring complementary searches at the LHC. The
structure of these fermionic couplings is very specific, pro-
portional to the Yukawa matrices; see the Feynman rules in
Appendix B. One would then expect the ALP to couple more
strongly to third generation quarks, provided the matrices Xψ
in Eq. (18) are generic. We then consider the characteristics
of the leading ALP production in association with a t t¯ pair
at LHC.
For ALPs stable on LHC scales, this final state is similar to
searches for supersymmetric scenarios, where two stops are
strongly produced and produce a signature of t t¯ in association
with two neutralinos (dark matter candidates). For example,
via the LO coupling c2D the production cross section of the
final state t t¯+ALP, where the ALP is emitted as final state
radiation – see FR.17, is given by
σ(p p → t t¯ a)[√s = 13TeV] = c22D
(
1 TeV
fa
)2
(50 fb).
(93)
In these searches, final states are selected by requiring a
number of jets, b-jets with characteristics matching those of
top decays. More importantly, a substantial cut on missing
ALP (X10)
fa = 1 TeV
ET [GeV]
Fig. 14 Missing energy distribution for the production of an light ALP
in association with t t¯ for 13.3 fb−1 of 13 TeV data. The normalisation
has been chosen with fa = 1 TeV and then multiplied by a factor 10.
We show the corresponding simulation of supersymmetric scenarios by
ATLAS, as well as their event count
energy is required. For example, a recent study with 13 TeV
data by ATLAS [114], the cut on missing energy for the
channel of interest (TT) (topology of two tops) is 400 GeV. In
our scenario, with single-production of a light pseudoscalar
via strong production of two tops, the distribution of missing
energy is not as hard as in scenarios where heavy stops are
pair produced and inject a large boost into the neutralino. This
is shown in Fig. 14, where we compare our results for fa =
1 TeV with the ATLAS data and Monte Carlo simulations for
a supersymmetric scenario with 800 GeV stops and a light
neutralino.
This type of analysis opens the way to further phenomeno-
logical explorations of the fermionic signals associated to
ALP production. This is most relevant and promising in
order to tackle the ALP–fermionic couplings identified in
Appendix A, which are part of the complete NLO basis of
operators – bosonic and fermionic – involving one ALP and
established in this work. See also the phenomenological sig-
nals discussed just before Sect. 7.1.1.
8 Summary and outlook
In this paper we have developed a systematic approach to
describe interactions of an axion or an axion-like particle
(ALP) with special attention to the sector responsible for
electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB), obtaining the com-
plete – bosonic and fermionic – NLO Lagrangian in the case
that the latter is non-linearly realised. With this theoretical
framework in place, we have then studied new collider phe-
nomenology associated with ALPs, as well as explored the
sensitivity of the LHC in the high-luminosity phase (HL-
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LHC). Both the approach and the phenomenological results
in this paper are novel, and they will hopefully guide new
searches at the LHC and the study of complementarity with
other experiments at lower energies.
Theoretical developments
Neglecting ALP masses, we have developed a complete list
of bosonic operators under two scenarios, with EWSB lin-
early and non-linearly realised, valid in all generality for
any value of the axionic scale larger than the electroweak
scale (and in the non-linear case also larger than its implicit
electroweak BSM scale). In the linear case, in which the
couplings involving an ALP first appear at d = 5, special
attention has been paid to recalling the subtle effect of the
operator (†←→D μ)∂μafa , which induces a contribution to the
two-point function involving longitudinal gauge bosons, and
can be removed via a Higgs field redefinition. This redefini-
tion generates new couplings of the ALP to fermions, with
the distinctive feature of being proportional to the Yukawa
couplings.
In the non-linear realisation, we have employed a system-
atic approach to classify the new operators order-by-order,
and much care has been paid to define the expansion in
both its non-linear and ALP sectors. A complete and non-
redundant basis of operators involving an ALP has been
determined, even though the impact analysis has focussed
on the bosonic couplings. Several interesting features arise
when considering ALPs coupled to a non-linear realisation
of EWSB, in particular the existence – already at the lead-
ing order in the derivative expansion – of interaction vertices
involving the Higgs and gauge bosons with the ALP. This
is due to the fact that the two-point function stemming from
the operator A2D cannot be entirely traded by fermionic cou-
plings (in contrast to the linear case above). Additionally, we
find that the non-linear effects induce new Lorentz structures
beyond those in the traditional (linear) ALPs couplings.
Furthermore, a detailed comparison of the differences and
correspondences between the operators in the linear and non-
linear setups has been developed, as well as a prospective
study on how to disentangle a priori both expansions if a
signal is found.
For the most part, phenomenological studies on the ALP
effective Lagrangians have focussed on couplings to pho-
tons, gluons and fermions. However, if the ALP couples to
photons SM gauge invariance also implies the existence of
similar couplings to the massive gauge bosons, irrespective
of whether the mechanism behind EWSB gives rise to a linear
or a non-linear expansion.
In this paper we have obtained new constraints on ALP
couplings to SM particles, as well as provided a guide for
future searches of ALPs and the sensitivity HL-LHC could
reach, for ALP scales of O(TeV) or somewhat above. Special
attention has been paid to the consistency of the kinematic
regions used for each search with the assumption of validity
of the ALP expansion in powers of 1/ fa .
Current constraints
We started by looking at new constraints on (linear) ALP
couplings to hypercharge and left interactions. In particular,
we looked for observables sensitive to the linear combination
of SU (2)L × U (1)Y operators (cB˜, cW˜ ) orthogonal to the
coupling to photons, i.e. orthogonal to gaγ γ ∼ cW˜ s2θ +cB˜c2θ .
To account for the strong constraints on the value of gaγ γ
we then imposed cB˜ 	 −t2θ cW˜ in our analyses, effectively
reducing the number of parameter by one. In Fig. 15 one
can see that LEP constraints on the invisible width of the Z
boson and LHC searches for final states with one massive
boson and missing energy (mono-Z and mono-W channels)
provide handles to probe the Wilson coefficient cW˜ . We find
that mono-Z limits impose at present a constraint fa/cW˜ 
4 TeV.
We also discussed the impact on bounds from rare decays
to mesons and missing energy, and how they provide a com-
plementary approach to accelerator searches. Besides the
stringent constraints existing in the literature on fa/cW˜ from
the former searches – which strictly speaking only apply
when all other operators are set to zero – a similar new bound
on the strength of the linear operator Oa has been obtained
here.
In non-linear realisations of EWSB in particular, many
other operators affect LHC physics. For ALP masses under
3 GeV, data on rare meson decays allowed one to strongly
bound c2D if considered by itself. Furthermore, of particular
interest are operators which induce new type of couplings,
specifically new couplings of the ALP to Higgs particles, e.g.
ALP–Zh or ALP–Zhh, which are dominantly generated by
the non-linear operators A2D , A3 and A10. In the LHC RunI
the coupling ALP–Zh can be probed via non-standard Higgs
decays; if the impact of the different operators contributing
is considered one at a time, a bound on fa/a˜2D of the order
of 3 TeV follows for ALP masses in the range 3–34 GeV.
Future sensitivity
We then moved on to examine the capability of the HL-LHC
to search for ALPs. Apart from improvements on current
channels (non-standard Higgs decays, mono-W and mono-
Z ), we proposed and evaluated possible new channels at
13 TeV which could dramatically change our understanding
of ALPs both in the linear and non-linear realisations.
Future improvements of mono-Z searches with 3 ab−1 of
data could bring the collider sensitivity to the linear operator
coefficient fa/cW˜ to above 20 TeV. But the most striking sig-
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Fig. 15 Summary of the most
significant constraints stemming
from the studies on tree-level
ALP couplings presented in this
work, upon the assumption
gaγ γ = 0 or equivalently
cB˜ = −t2θ cW˜ . The upper bars
down to mono − Z prospects
included correspond to 95% CL
existing constraints and
expected reaches, inferred in
Sects. 6 and 7. The lower bars,
instead, indicate the 2σ projected
reach of given searches at the
LHC with
√
s = 13 TeV; see
Sect. 7. Systematic uncertainties
are taken into account for the
present constraints but are
neglected in the projected ones
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natures stemming from bosonic operators, i.e. mono-Higgs
and associated W±γ production plus missing energy, would
access the non-linear operators mentioned before, A3 and
A2D , and a new one, A6. We also propose the study of dif-
ferent channels, like mono-W in combination with aWγ pro-
duction, to disentangle the presence of two different opera-
tors. On the other hand, the very sensitive mono-Z and mono-
W signals may play a specially important role in probing
fermion–ALP interactions; this will be tackled in a future
study.
Besides these signals, we proposed to use the searches
on stops in on-shell top final states to look for ALPs, whose
couplings to quarks are derived from couplings to the bosonic
sector and are proportional to the fermion mass.
This study motivates further work on ALP physics beyond
the usual framework of couplings to photons and gluons, and
more emphasis was placed on the effects in the sector respon-
sible for electroweak symmetry. Additionally, we propose
to perform dedicated experimental analyses in channels like
mono-Higgs and new channels involving the ALP and two
bosons in the final state, such as W±γ and missing energy.
Although in this paper we presented a rather comprehen-
sive analysis of the effective theory for ALPs as well as
their phenomenology, there are a number of open issues that
deserve further study. To name a few: the extension of the col-
lider analysis to higher ALP mass regions (including signals
from ALP decays), the study of vector-boson fusion chan-
nels, the analysis of ALP–fermion signals to probe the com-
plete NLO basis of operators – bosonic and fermionic – estab-
lished in this work, the combination of collider constraints
with lower-energy experiments (particularly rare decays of
mesons), and the evaluation of modifications to the history of
the axion in the early universe due to the non-linear effects.
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A Fermionic chiral ALP Lagrangian and complete basis
In what follows, a complete basis of operators – bosonic plus
fermionic – which include an ALP insertion is determined,
up to NLO for the chiral EWSB. Consider the following set of
independent fermionic structures, assuming only one flavour
family:
Bq1 =Q¯LUQ R ∂μ
a
fa ∂
μF(h),
B1 =L¯ LUL R ∂μ
a
fa ∂
μF(h),
Bq2 =Q¯LTUQ R ∂μ
a
fa ∂
μF(h),
Bq3 =Q¯LVμUQ R ∂μ
a
fa F(h),
Bq4 =Q¯L
{
Vμ, T
}
UQ R ∂μ
a
fa F(h),
B2 =L¯ L
{
Vμ, T
}
UL R ∂μ
a
fa F(h),
Bq5 =Q¯L
[
Vμ, T
]
UQ R ∂μ
a
fa F(h),
B3 =L¯ L
[
Vμ, T
]
UL R ∂μ
a
fa F(h),
Bq6 =Q¯LTVμTUQ R ∂μ
a
fa F(h),
Bq7 =Q¯LσμνVμUQ R ∂μ
a
fa F(h),
Bq8 =Q¯Lσμν
{
Vμ, T
}
UQ R ∂μ
a
fa F(h),
B4 =L¯ Lσμν
{
Vμ, T
}
UL R ∂μ
a
fa F(h),
Bq9 =Q¯Lσμν
[
Vμ, T
]
UQ R ∂μ
a
fa F(h),
B5 =L¯ Lσμν
[
Vμ, T
]
UL R ∂μ
a
fa F(h),
Bq10 =Q¯LσμνTVμTUQ R ∂μ
a
fa F(h). (94)
Would the neutral components be added to the SU (2)R dou-
blet L R ≡ (0, ER), the number of leptonic operators above
would double. When considering several generations, each
of the structures in Eq. (94) encodes all possible independent
flavour operators Bqi,αβ , where Greek indices denote flavour.
A complete basis can be constructed combining the set
of fermionic operators above with the bosonic Lagrangian in
Eq. (55) while avoiding redundancies. This can be enforced
using the EoM which may relate some bosonic and fermionic
operators. Given the form of the chiral LO Lagrangian in
Eq. (43), the relevant EoMs read
i /DψL = v√
2
UYψ(h)ψR
+ iv√2 afa c2D UYψ(h)σ
3ψR,
i /DψR = v√
2
Y†ψ(h)U†ψL
− iv√2 afa c2D σ
3Y†ψ(h)U†ψL , (95)
(DμWμν)a =
∑
ψ=Q,L
g
2
ψ¯Lσ
aγνψL
+ igv
2
4
Tr[Vνσ a]FC (h), (96)
∂μBμν = gcθ
∑
i=L ,R
ψ=Q,L
ψ¯i hψi γνψi
− igcθ v
2
4
Tr[TVμ]FC (h), (97)
h = − V ′(h) − v
2
4
Tr[VμVμ]F ′C (h)
− v√
2
∑
ψ=Q,L
(
ψ¯LUY ′ψ(h)ψR + h.c.
)
+ v2cT Tr(TVμ)2F ′T (h) (98)
+ ic2Dv2
⎡
⎣Tr
[
TVμ
] ∂μa
fa Fˆ
′
2D(h)
−√2v afa
∑
ψ=Q,L
(
ψ¯LUY ′ψ(h)ψR
)
+ h.c.
⎤
⎦ ,
 afa = −ic2D
v2
f 2a
⎡
⎣∂μ
⎛
⎝Tr
⎡
⎣TVμ
⎤
⎦ Fˆ2D(h)
⎞
⎠
+
√
2
v
∑
ψ=Q,L
(
ψ¯LUYψ(h)ψR
) + h.c.
⎤
⎦ , (99)
where Yψ(h) has been defined in Eq. (45), Fˆ2D(h) is defined
as F2D(h) without its h-independent term and the prime on
the Fi and Yψ functions denotes the first derivative with
respect to h. hψi in Eq. (97) are the hypercharges given in
the 2 × 2 matrix notation
hQL = diag (1/6, 1/6) , hQ R = diag (2/3,−1/3) ,
hL L = diag (−1/2,−1/2) , hL R = diag (0,−1) . (100)
A consequence of Eqs. (95) and (96) is [31,68]
Dμ
(
VμFC
) = i
v2
Dμ
⎛
⎝
∑
ψ=Q,L
ψ¯Lσ
jγ μψL
⎞
⎠ σ j = 1√
2v
×
∑
ψ=Q,L
(
ψ¯Lσ
j UYψ(h)ψR − ψ¯RY†ψ(h)U†σ jψL
)
σ j ,
(101)
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which can be recast as
Tr(σ jDμVμ)FC (h) =
√
2
v
∑
ψ=Q,L
(
ψ¯Lσ
j UYψ(h)ψR
−ψ¯RY†ψ(h)U†σ jψL
)
− Tr(σ j Vμ)∂μFC (h) (102)
and is valid order-by-order in the h expansion.
Applying the EoMs above, the operators A8, A11, A13,
A17 in Eq. (49) can be removed as redundant, because trad-
able by flavour-blind structures of the type in Eq. (94). In
summary, the complete basis of LO plus NLO operators of
the EWSB chiral expansion which include an ALP insertion
includes a total of 32 independent operators, considering only
one fermion generation and disregarding the different coef-
ficients inside the Fi (h) functions; the extension to three
generations is obvious.
B Feynman rules for the bosonic basis
This section provides a complete list of the Feynman rules
for vertices involving an ALP and resulting from the NLO
linear Lagrangian Eq. (16) and the chiral one Eq. (55), up
to four legs. The coefficients a˜i and b˜i have been defined
in Eq. (50) in terms of the parameters in those Lagrangians;
this is extended below for the operators A15 and A16, which
contain two functions Fi (h) and F ′i (h), redefining ci ai a′i →
a˜i . The rules are computed:
– choosing the momenta to flow inwards in the vertices
– in unitary gauge
– neglecting flavour effects, i.e. assuming hermitian and
diagonal Yukawa matrices (Yψ ≡ Y†ψ ) and VCKM ≡ 
(Greek indices will indicate flavour).
The Feynman rules for the linear case easily be obtained from
those for the non-linear Lagrangian, in the limit
c1, . . . , c17 → 0, cB˜ → cB˜, cW˜ → cW˜ ,
cG˜ → cG˜ , (103)
A final replacement, c2D → −c/2, only applies for the
fermionic couplings stemming from the corresponding chi-
ral and linear operators. In the table of Feynman rules
below, the left, centre and middle columns show, respec-
tively, the phenomenological vertex, the amplitude in the chi-
ral case and that in the linear case when non-vanishing, up to
NLO.
Coupling Chiral Lagrangian Linear Lagrangian
(FR.1)
pA1
pA2
a
Aν
Aμ
− 4ifa pA1α pA2βεμναβ
(
c2θ cB˜ + s2θ cW˜
) − 4ifa pA1α pA2βεμναβ
(
c2θ cB˜ + s2θ cW˜
)
(FR.2)
pZ1
pZ2
a
Zν
Zμ
− 4ifa pZ1α pZ2βεμναβ
(
s2θ cB˜ + c2θ cW˜ + g16π (c2 + 2c7 − 2tθ c1)
) − 4ifa pZ1α pZ2βεμναβ
(
s2θ cB˜ + c2θ cW˜
)
(FR.3) a
Aν
Zμ
i
fa pZα pAβε
μναβ
(
2s2θ (cB˜ − cW˜ ) − g8π (2c1 + tθ (c2 + 2c7))
) 2is2θ
fa pZα pAβε
μναβ
(
cB˜ − cW˜
)
(FR.4) a
W−ν
W+μ
g
4π fa
[
c6gμν(p2+ − p2−) +
( g
4π c8 − c6
) (
pμ+ pν+ − pμ− pν−
)]+
− 4ifa
(
cW˜ + g16π c2
)
p+α p−βεμναβ
− 4ifa cW˜ p+α p−βεμναβ
(FR.5)
pG1
pG2
a
Gν
Gμ
− 4ifa cG˜ pG1α pG2β εμναβ − 4ifa cG˜ pG1α pG2β εμναβ
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Coupling Chiral Lagrangian Linear Lagrangian
(FR.6) a
Aμ
h
1
2πv fa (a˜3cθ + a˜10sθ )
(
pμA pa · pA − p2A pμa
)
(FR.7) a
Zμ
h
1
4π2s2θ v fa
[
e pμh (p
2
aa˜11 + pa · pha˜14) + e pμa (p2ha˜13 + pa · pha˜12)
+2πs2θ (a˜3sθ − a˜10cθ )(pμZ ph · pZ − pμh p2Z )
−e pμa (16π2v2a˜2D − a˜17 p2a)
]
(FR.8)
h
a
h
Zμ
1
4π2s2θ v2 fa
[
e (ph1 + ph2)μ(p2ab˜11 + pa · (ph1 + ph2)b˜14)
+e pμa ((ph1 + ph2)2b˜13 + pa · (ph1 + ph2)b˜12)
+2ea˜16(pμh1 pa · ph2 + pμh2 pa · ph1)
+4ea˜15 pμa ph1 · ph2 − e pμa (16π2v2b˜2D − b˜17 p2a)
+2πs2θ (b˜3sθ − b˜10cθ )(p2Z pμa − pμZ pa · pZ )
]
(FR.9)
h
a
h
Aμ
1
2πv2 fa (b˜3cθ + b˜10sθ )
(
pμA pa · pA − p2A pμa
)
(FR.10)
Zρ
a
W−ν
W+μ
g2
4πcθ fa
[
2
( g
8π c5 + c2θ c6
)
gμν pρa +
( g
8π c4 − c2θ c6 − esθ4π c8
)
(gμρ pνa + gνρ pμa )
]+
− 4igcθfa
(
cW˜ + c2 g(1+2c
2
θ )
32πc2θ
+ g16πc2θ c7
)
εμνρα paα
− 4igcθfa cW˜ εμνρα paα
(FR.11)
Aρ
a
W−ν
W+μ
ge
4π fa
[( g
4π c8 − c6
) (
gμρ pνa + gνρ pμa
) + 2c6gμν pρa
]+
− 4igfa
(
cW˜ + g16π c2
)
εμνρα paα
− 4igfa cW˜ εμνρα paα
(FR.12)
Zρ
a
Zν
Zμ
g3
16π2c3θ fa
(c4 + c5 + 2c9)
(
gμν pρa + gμρ pνa + gνρ pμa
)
(FR.13)
Zν
Zμ
h
a
− ig4πv fa paα(pZ1− pZ2)βεμναβ (a˜2 + 2a˜7 − 2tθ a˜1)
(FR.14)
Zν
Aμ
h
a
− ig4πv fa paα pAβεμναβ (2a˜1 + tθ (a˜2 + 2a˜7))
(FR.15)
W+μ
W−ν
h
a
g
2πv fa
[
a˜6gμν pa · (p+ − p−) +
( g
4π a˜8 − a˜6
) (
pμa pν+ − pμ− pνa
)]+
− ig4πv fa a˜2 paα(p+ − p−)βεμναβ +
g
2πv fa
(
a˜10 − g4π a˜8
)
(pμa pνh − pνa pμh )
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Coupling Chiral Lagrangian Linear Lagrangian
(FR.16)
Gcρ
a
Gbν
Gaμ
4gs
fa cG˜ f abcεμνρα paα
4gs
fa cG˜ f abcεμνρα paα
(FR.17)
Uβ
Uα
a 2
√
2v
fa
(
c2D − c1716π2
p2a
v2
)
(YU )αδαβ γ5 −
√
2v
fa ca(YU )αδαβ γ5
(FR.18)
Dβ
Dα
a − 2
√
2v
fa
(
c2D − c1716π2
p2a
v2
)
(YD)α δαβ γ5
√
2v
fa ca(YD)αδαβ γ5
(FR.19)
Eβ
Eα
a − 2
√
2v
fa
(
c2D − c1716π2
p2a
v2
)
(YE )αδαβ γ5
√
2v
fa ca(YE )αδαβ γ5
(FR.20)
h
a
Uα
Uβ
4
√
2
fa aU
(
c2D − c1716π2
p2a
v2
)
(YU )αδαβ γ5 −
√
2
fa ca(YU )αδαβ γ5
(FR.21)
h
a
Dα
Dβ
− 4
√
2
fa aD
(
c2D − c1716π2
p2a
v2
)
(YD)αδαβ γ5
√
2
fa ca(YD)αδαβ γ5
(FR.22)
h
a
Eα
Eβ
− 4
√
2
fa aE
(
c2D − c1716π2
p2a
v2
)
(YE )αδαβ γ5
√
2
fa ca(YE )αδαβ γ5
C Linear siblings
The interaction vertices described by the chiral operators in
Sect. 3 can also be described in the context of linearly realised
EWSB, through linear operators in which the Higgs reso-
nance is embedded within the SM Higgs doublet. In this sec-
tion, the connection between the two expansions is shown.
Operators up to NNLO of the linear expansion have to be
taken into account in order to encompass all the interaction
vertices appearing in the chiral framework up to NLO. The
chiral couplings involving an ALP discussed in this work can
be grouped as those
Connected to d = 5 operators in the linear expansion
A2D −→ −i2 (
†←→D μ)∂μafa ,
AB˜ −→ −Bμν B˜μν
a
fa ,
AW˜ −→ −W aμνW˜ aμν
a
fa ,
AG˜ −→ −Gaμν G˜aμν
a
fa .
(104)
Connected to d = 7 operators in the linear expansion
A1 −→ − 2i
(4π)v2
′
B˜μν(†
←→
D μ)∂ν
a
fa ,
A2 −→ − i
(4π)v2
(Dμ†W˜μν − †W˜μν Dμ)∂
νa
fa ,
A3 −→ −2
(4π)v2
Bμν
∂μa
fa D
(†),
A4, A8 −→ 4i
(4π)2v2
(Dμ† Dμ Dν − Dμ Dν† Dμ)∂
νa
fa ,
A5 −→ 4i
(4π)2v2
(Dν† − † Dμ)∂νafa ,
A6 −→ − 4
(4π)iv2
(†Wμν Dμ + Dμ†Wμν)∂
νa
fa
A10 −→ 4
(4π)v2
(†Wμν Dμ + Dμ†Wμν)∂
νa
fa ,
A11 −→ − 2i
(4π)2v2
(† − †)afa ,
A12 −→ − 2i
(4π)2v2
(†
←−−→
Dμ Dν)
∂μ∂νa
fa ,
A15, A16 −→ − 8i
(4π)2v2
(Dμ† Dμ Dν − Dμ Dν† Dμ)∂
νa
fa ,
A17 −→ 2 2i
(4π)2v2
(† Dμ)
∂μa
fa . (105)
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Connected to d = 9 operators in the linear expansion
A7 −→ 8i
(4π)2v4
(†W˜μν)(†
←→Dμ)∂
νa
fa ,
A13 −→ − 4i
(4π)2v4
(†
←→
D μ)[†]∂
μa
fa ,
A14 −→ − 4i
(4π)2v4
(†
←→
D μ)∂μ∂ν[†]∂νafa
(106)
Connected to d = 11 operators in the linear expansion
A9 −→ − i2πv6 (
† Dμ)(† Dμ)(† Dν)
∂νa
fa (107)
This shows that operators of the linear expansion up to d =
11 “collapse” into NLO or LO operators of the chiral one.
Note that the leading corrections of the non-linear bosonic
set encompass 1 (2 derivatives) + 20 (4 derivatives) = 21
couplings while the linear d = 5 level has only 4.
D Effects of fields redefinitions
The field redefinitions performed to remove the a–Z two-
point function stemming from the operator Oa in the linear
EFT, Eq. (8), and from its sibling A2D in the chiral EFT,
Eq. (47), can be generalised. The effects of generic redefini-
tions of the GB matrix U and of fermionic fields in both the
linear and chiral cases will be discussed and compared next.
D.1 Chiral EFT
In the chiral EFT case, the most general redefinition of the
GB matrix U and of fermionic fields can be schematically
written
U → U exp
{
i xU
a
fa σ
3
}
, (108a)
ψL → exp
{
i xψL
a
fa
}
ψL , ψ = {Q, L}, (108b)
Q R → exp
{
i
(
(xu R +xd R)12 +(xu R − xd R)
σ 3
2
)
a
fa
}
Q R,
(108c)
L R → exp
{
i xeR
(1 − σ 3)
2
a
fa
}
L R . (108d)
Although the parameters xψL ,R are generically 3 × 3 hermi-
tian matrices in flavour space, they will be taken to be flavour
universal, xψL ,R ≡ xψL ,R . Moreover, without loss of gen-
erality, all the arbitrary xi parameters are taken to be real,
and f = v will be assumed in order to simplify the notation.
Applying the redefinitions in Eq. (108) on the leading-
order LagrangianL LOHEFT in Eq. (44) leads to additional terms:
L LOHEFT → L LOHEFT + L LOHEFT, (109)
with
L LOHEFT = −
iv2
2
xU Tr(TVμ)
∂μa
fa FC (h)
− v
2
√
2
ia
fa
[Q¯LYQ(h)Uσ 3 Q R (2xU + xu R − xd R)
+Q¯LYQ(h)UQ R (xu R + xd R − 2xQL )
+L¯ LYL (h)Uσ 3 L R (2xU − xeR)
+L¯ LYL (h)UL R (xeR − 2xL L ) + h.c.
]
− ∂μafa
[
(Q¯Lγ μQL )
(
xQL − xu R − xd R
)
+ (L¯ Lγ μL L ) (xL L − xeR)
]
+ α1
4π
Bμν B˜μν
a
fa
×
∑(1
6
xQL − 43 xu R −
1
3
xd R + 12 xL L − xeR
)
+ α2
8π
W aμν W˜
aμν a
fa
∑(
3xQL + xL L
)
+ α3
8π
Gaμν G˜aμν
a
fa
∑(
2xQL − xu R − xd R
)
, (110)
where αi ≡ g2i /4π . The contributions in the last three lines,
proportional to aXμν X˜μν , arise from the anomaly triangle
and the sum runs over the three fermion generations. This is
consistent with the result shown in Ref. [41].
The a–Z two-point function stemming from the operator
A2D can be completely removed by choosing xU = 2c2D:
this corresponds to the procedure described in Sect. 3.2. In
addition, it remains the freedom to choose the six fermionic
transformations so as to remove two fermionic terms among
(ψ¯LγμψL)∂
μa, (ψ¯Lγμσ
3ψL)∂μa and ia(ψ¯L UψR). For
example, requiring that
xu R − xd R = −2xU = −xeR = −2xL L = −4c2D
xu R + xd R − 2xQL = 0 (111)
the result follows that
L LOHEFT = −iv2c2DTr(TVμ)∂μ
a
fa FC (h)
−2∂μafa c2D
(
Q¯Lγ μσ 3 QL + L¯ Lγ μσ 3L L
)
+ α2
8π
W aμνW˜
aμν a
fa
∑(
3xQL + 2c2D
)
+ α1
8π
Bμν B˜μν
a
fa
∑(
−3
2
xQL − c2D
)
.
(112)
The parameter xQL is still free and can be set to zero: this
corresponds to recasting the impact of the a–Z two-point
function into a redefinition of the coupling cW˜ plus the inser-
tion of the fermionic term (∂μa)(ψ¯γ μγ5σ 3ψ). This result is
equivalent to that reported in Eq. (54).
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D.2 Linear EFT
It is useful to reformulate the discussion of the previous para-
graph for the linear EFT, in order to point out a few worthy
differences. The most general field redefinition for this case
is
 → exp{i x a/ fa}, (113a)
ψL → exp{i xψL a/ fa}ψL , (113b)
ψR → exp{i xψ R a/ fa}ψR, (113c)
for ψL = {QL , L L}, ψR = {u R, dR, eR}. As above, the
fermion redefinitions generically act as 3×3 hermitian matri-
ces in flavour space, while x ∈ R is chosen x ∈ R. The
action of these redefinitions on the LO linear Lagrangian,
LSM, Eq. (1), is
LSM → LSM + iafa
∑
ψ=Q, L
[
ψ¯L
(
xσ
3Yψ+xψLYψ
−Yψ xψ R
)
ψR + h.c.
]
+
∑
ψ=u,d,e,ν
∂μa
2 fa (ψ¯αγ
μγ5ψβ)(xψL − xψ R)αβ
− i x(†←→D μ)∂
μa
fa +
α1
4π
Bμν B˜μν
a
fa
×
∑(1
6
xQL − 43 xu R −
1
3
xd R + 12 xL L − xeR
)
+ α2
8π
W aμνW˜
aμν a
fa
∑(
3xQL + xL L
)
+ α3
8π
Gaμν G˜aμν
a
fa
∑(
2xQL − xu R − xd R
)
,
(114)
where †←→D μ ≡ † Dμ− (Dμ)†, and the last three
lines are identical to those for non-linear case, Eq. (110).
The parameter x can be conveniently chosen so as to
remove the a–Z two-point function contained in the oper-
ator Oa = (†←→D μ)∂μa: this is similar to what hap-
pened in the chiral case choosing conveniently the parame-
ter xU . Moreover, it is also possible to choose in this linear
case only one of the two axion–fermion operators (either
the Yukawa-like or the vector–axial structure) by tuning the
fermion field redefinitions, as described for the chiral case.
For instance, focusing on the ad¯d vertex, it is possible to
retain the structure ia(Q¯LdR) choosing xQL = xd R ; alter-
natively, the coupling ∂μa(d¯γ μγ5d) can be selected setting
xYD − xTQL YD + YDxd R ≡ 0.
The major difference of the impact of the field redefini-
tions on the linear and chiral EFTs resides instead in the
Higgs couplings: while in the linear case the operator Oa
is completely removed from the Lagrangian, including its
couplings containing Higgs legs, this is not the case in the
chiral case where only the pure a–Z two-point coupling
is redefined away, as illustrated in Sect. 3.2, but in gen-
eral not those involving the ALP, gauge bosons and Higgs
legs. This follows from the fact that Higgs couplings and
pure-gauge interactions are correlated in the linear case,
while they are independent in the chiral one. The pres-
ence of couplings with the structure (Zμ∂μa)hn, n ≥ 1,
among the dominant deviations from the SM expectations,
is a smoking gun of non-linearity, as such vertices appear in
the linear EFT case only at NNLO (operators with d ≥ 7;
see Sect. 4).
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